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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

Japanese supplementary schools used to consist mostly of students who 

temporarily live abroad and return to Japan within a few years. However, with 

globalization, more and more students who permanently live in foreign countries have 

enrolled in such schools to study Japanese as a heritage language. Due to the 

diversification of these students' backgrounds, Japanese supplementary schools all 

around the world face difficulties implementing traditional methods of teaching. One area 

that has proved particularly challenging involves the instruction of kanji. 

The present study investigates Japanese supplementary school teachers' beliefs 

and pedagogical practices in kanji instruction. Through this examination, this study aims 

to identify the challenges Japanese supplementary school teachers are currently 

experiencing in relation to kanji instruction and suggest methods to address these 

challenges. 

The overall structure of this study is as follows: Chapter 2 examines the previous 

literature on Japanese supplementary schools, kanji instruction, and teachers' beliefs. In 

Chapter 3, the research questions are stated, and the methods, instruments, and procedure 

of the research are described in detail. The participants' beliefs about kanji instruction are 

identified in Chapter 4 and their instructional strategies are investigated in Chapter 5. 

Finally, pedagogical and research implications are discussed in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. What are Japanese Snpplementary Schools? 

2.1.1. Overview of Japanese Supplementary Schools 

Japanese supplementary schools (JSS hereafter) are overseas educational 

institutions (Zaigai leyaaifat shisetsu) offering instruction following the curriculum 

followed in schools in Japan. In addition to JSS, Zaiga/ leyaaifat shisetsu include Japanese 

full-time schools (nihanjin gakkoa) and private overseas educational institutions 

(shiritsu-zaigai leyaaifat shisetsu). In contrast to these latter types of schools, most JSS 

offer classes once a week on Saturdays for students who go to local schools on weekdays. 

Because of the limited instructional time, not all subjects taught in Japan are covered in 

JSS-unlike the other zaigai leyaaifat shisetsu. Many JSS teach only Japanese (kofatga), 

but some JSS teach social studies, science, and mathematics as well (Monbukagakushoo, 

2006a). 

The first JSS was founded in Washington D.C. in 1958. Since then, more and 

more JSS have been established allover the world as the number of Japanese companies 

that station employees abroad has increased. According to Furuie (200 I, p.8) and 

Monbukagakushoo (2006b), there were only 20 JSS globally in 1971, but the number 

increased to 77 in 1980 and to 146 in 1990. As of April 2004, there were 186 JSS, 82 of 

which are located in North America (See Appendix A and B). While haIf of these 

Japanese schools are full-time--offering a full curriculum-in Asian countries, there are 
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only three nihorlfingakkoo, or full-time Japanese schools in the u.s. Statistics suggest the 

part-time schedule seems to attract more students: 57.5% of Japanese children attend JSS 

in the U.S. whereas only 4.4% of Japanese children do so in Asian countries (Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs of Japan, 2005). Furuie (2001) explains that this high level of 

participation in part-time schools in the U.S. can be attributed to Japanese parents 

preferring to send their children to local American schools because they are satisfied with 

the level of American education. 

Douglas, Kataoka, and Kishimoto (2003) classify JSS based on the time of 

establishment. The first type of JSS , most of which were established by the Japan 

Business Association, are located in big cities and have longer histories compared to 

other types of JSS. This type of JSS usually has many students and therefore the Japanese 

government sends several teachers. The JSS of the second type were established in the 

1970's in response to the increase in the number of Japanese children living abroad. 

According to Furuie (2001), these schools were initiated by parents who worried that 

their children would forget Japanese during their stay abroad. They opened Japanese 

classes by themselves for their children. Gradually, the number of such families increased, 

and the local consulates or Japanese associations began to help them organize the system. 

The JSS of the third type were founded in local cities in the U.S. because of the yen's 

appreciation caused by the Plaza Accord in 1985. American counties established JSS in 

cooperation with American and Japanese companies in order to encourage Japanese 

industry. Most JSS of this type are small in size. 
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The common primary educational purpose of all three JSS is to help overseas 

workers' children retain their Japanese language proficiency so that they can promptly 

readapt to schools in Japan after their stay abroad. But more than providing language 

instruction, JSS are regarded as places to educate children to be able to behave correctly 

as Japanese citizens (Furuie, 2005; Sato, 2004, 2005). 

2.1.2. The Changing Situation in JSS 

The original goal of JSSs was to support children who planned to return to Japan 

within a few years so that they could easily adjust to Japanese schools upon return. 

However, this original goal seems to have more or less changed because an increasing 

number of the JSS children are not actually returning to Japan (Furuie, 2001, 2005; 

Douglas, 2005; Douglas et aI., 2003; Fujimori, Kashiwazaki, Nakamura, & Ito, 2006; 

Kataoka, Furuyama, & Koshiyama, 2000; Okumura, 2006). In other words, an increasing 

number of JSS students are heritage language learners who have grown up in a home 

where Japanese is spoken and first acquired their Japanese language and cultural 

competencies in the home (The UCLA Steering Committee, 2000; Kondo-Brown, 2006). 

Furuie (2005) conducted a questionnaire survey of 61 full-time Japanese schools 

and 105 JSS allover the world. According to this survey, 36% of the JSS students have at 

least one non-Japanese parent, and 41 % of students do not plan to receive education in 

Japan. Given this diversified student population, it is not surprising that the majority of 

JSS around the world (Asia & Oceania, Middle East & Africa, Europe, and North 
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America}--except Latin America-report that the issue of how best to deal with the 

learning needs of students from such heterogeneous linguistic backgrounds was one of 

their major concerns. For example, 62% of JSS in North America-the highest rate 

among all regions-- specifically noted this issue as a problem. Kataoka et al. (2000) and 

Fujimori et al. (2006) similarly emphasize that teachers at JSS find it difficult to teach 

students with heterogeneous linguistic backgrounds. 

This situation instigated examination of the Japanese language performance of 

students who do not plan to return to Japan in several studies (Kataoka, Koshiyama, & 

Shibata, 2007; Fujioka-Ito, 2003; Nagaoka, 1998; Nagasawa, 1995). Nagasawa's (1995) 

study compares the Japanese grammar knowledge of three groups: Japanese as first 

language (L 1) children, bilingual students at a JSS, and Japanese as second language (L2) 

university students. The results showed that bilingual students generally performed better 

than the L2 students did. However, they notably scored lower than 11 children in most 

grammatical items. 

Furthermore, other studies that have investigated the academic performance of 

JSS students state that it was difficult for long-term and permanent resident students to 

study following the curriculum designed for children who will return to Japan. For 

example, Nagaoka (1998) conducted in-depth interviews with four JSS students and their 

teachers and articulated difficulties JSS students experience studying Japanese. She also 

examined the essays of these four students. According to Nagaoka, the JSS students 

experienced problems with Japanese language acquisition because of (a) language 
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transfer of English into Japanese, (b) lack of background knowledge and Japanese 

vocabulary, (c) low kanji proficiency, and (d) insufficient time for Japanese study. 

Fujioka-Ito (2003) claimed that temporary sojourners have an advantage at JSS. She 

divided JSS 9th and 10th graders into three groups based on their plan to return to Japan 

and compared the mean scores of each group's comprehension tests, kanji tests, and 

idiom tests. Comprehension tests included questions regarding kanji, word meanings, 

grammar, and reading comprehension-the temporary sojourner group outperformed the 

permanent resident group in all tests. 

Given this diversification of students' backgrounds, a number of researchers have 

called for a reform of teaching practices at JSS. Fujioka-Ito (2003) argues that teachers 

have to give more comprehensible and intellectually stimulating classes. To this end, she 

suggests that JSS offer a different track for long-term and permanent resident learners 

than that of temporary sojourners. However, the fact is that there is no clear teaching 

guideline for long-term and permanent resident students. Douglas (2005) addresses this 

need and presents a curriculum design that would be suitable for young learners of 

Japanese as a heritage language (HL). She explains the need for developing new curricula 

for JSS: 

[H]oshuukoo still teach Japanese as a mother tongue and adopt the same 
curriculurn used for Japanese monolingual native speakers in Japan. Therefore 
the original educational goal of these schools does not meet the needs of many 
JHL [Japanese as a Heritage Language] learners, who grow up in a bilingual 
environment. (p.61) 
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Based on theories for curriculJ.1IIl development for young HL learners, she proposed a 

curriculum development process consisting of five steps. The first step is to analyze 

learners' interest, content knowledge, and language proficiency through the construction 

of a learner profile. In the second step, topics and themes based on the profile analysis are 

generated. Instructional objectives are set in the third step. The fourth step involves 

developing instructional materials and activities. The last step is to assess learners 

through alternative approaches such as performance-based assessment and portfolio 

assessment. Unlike the curriculum traditionally used in JSS, her curriculum development 

model makes it easier to meet the needs of HL learners with heterogeneous language 

proficiency. 

2.2. Theoretical Framework 

2.2.1. Kanji Instruction 

Kanji instruction has been a crucial issue in Japanese as a foreign language (JFL)/ 

Japanese as a second language (JSL) settings, and many researchers have investigated 

kanji acquisition of the second language learners (e.g. Koda, 1999; Mori, 1998; 

Chikamatsu, 1996). The studies indicate the difficulty Western students experience 

learning kanji. For example, Tollini (1994) suggests the difficulty attaining kanji 

proficiency for Western learners lies in its ideographic nature. Therefore, learners who 

use the Roman alphabet in their L1 should learn a different decoding process. 

Furthermore, Western learners struggle with kanji strokes-since the strokes seem to be 
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complex and randomly arranged, learners find learning karifi extremely difficult Tol1ini 

reports that learners often cannot write a kanji even if they can recognize it and suggests 

proper teaching instruction can help students overcome this problem. 

Other scholars have pointed out the difficulty of karifi instruction in HL settings 

as wel1. Sugiura (2003) reports that students at JSS tend to proceed to the upper grades 

without acquiring enough kanji ability. Consequently, they struggle with writing and 

reading both newly learned kanji and kanji they previously learned. Okumura (2006) 

reports that many JSS students in Germany express their disdain for learning kanji during 

interviews. In addition, Nakajima (2003) reveals several problems particular to kanji 

instruction for HL learners. First, since heritage language education is provided only a 

few hours a week, it is extremely difficult for instructors to allocate enough time for kanji 

instruction. Second, the difference in the learning styles of Japanese students and western 

students plays a significant role in successful kanji acquisition. While students in Japan 

are more accustomed to doing dril1 exercises to memorize kanji, students in western 

countries are not used to this learning style. Therefore, it is necessary to teach karifi 

differently based on students' learning styles. For example, she suggests teaching 

techniques such as explaining the meanings of kanji, letting students experience kanji 

through authentic materials, and helping them notice the relationships among various 

kanji characters. Third, she emphasizes the necessity of writing instruction incorporating 

learned kanji as wel1 because there are some negative interference into kanji writing due 

to the considerable differences between the way of writing kanji and that of the Roman 

alphabet. 
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Several empirical studies reveal that HL students' ability in reading and writing 

kanji is lower than that of Japanese Ll speakers or JFL learners whose Ll includes kanji. 

Matsunaga's (2003) study compares the oral skills and reading performances among 

three learner groups at the university level: heritage group, non-heritage group with kanji 

in Ll, non-heritage group without kanji in Ll. His study shows that the HL group scored 

low when they read passages with many kanji while they performed equally with the 

group oflearners whose Ll includes kanji when they read passages that contain only a 

few kanji. Given this result, Matsunaga claims that it is necessary to provide enough kanji 

instruction with effective instructional methodologies for the HL learners to extend their 

restricted kanji knowledge. Nakajima (1988) studied Japanese language proficiency of 

school-age HL learners at a Japanese as a heritage language school in Toronto, Canada. 

As one of the components of her study, she compared the kanji usage rate of JHL school 

students with that of university JFL students. She found that although the JHL school 

students wrote much longer essays, their kanji usage rate was extremely lower than that 

of the JFL learners. Furthermore, Kataoka et al.'s (2007) large-scale survey of 1600 

Japanese supplementary school students indicates that students higher than 5th grade 

have trouble maintaining their expected grade level in terms of their kanji proficiency. By 

the time these students are in 6th grade, only about half of the students had kanji 

proficiency equal to their grade level. The percentage of students who performed at the 

level of their expected grade drastically drops to 25% after 6th grade. 

In response to the problem kanji learners' experience, researchers advocate 

various methods of kanji instruction. For example, Flaherty & Noguchi (1998) propose 
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two karifi teaching methods, the Whole-kanji method and Component Analysis method. 

The Whole-kanji method involves memorizing kanji as a whole by reading controlled 

passages and writing each kanji separately. This method is commonly used in elementary 

schools in Japan. The Component Analysis method involves splitting kanji into single 

components. It is suggested that by giving meanings to each component and memorizing 

the stories that combine the components help learners remember the forms and meanings 

of kanji. Flaherty and Noguchi examine the effectiveness of both methods and 

demonstrate the advantage of Component Analysis method over Whole-kanji method in 

writing kanji accurately and inferring their meanings. 

Okita (1996) suggests three kanji learning strategies: rote learning strategy, 

contextual learning strategy, and mnemonic learning strategy. In rote learning strategy, 

teachers let students engage in drill exercises repeatedly during which students write 

kanji paying careful attention to stroke order. In context strategy, teachers use authentic 

texts and let students guess the meanings of kanji from the contexts provided. In this 

learning strategy, students sometimes read paragraphs aloud over and over. In mnemonic 

learning strategy, students link new kanji with pictures and/or with simple kana or kanji. 

Shimizu & Green (2002) found three kanji teaching strategies remarkably similar 

to Okita's: rote learning strategy, context strategy, and memory strategy. The first two 

strategies parallel Okita's strategies with the same/similar titles. In memory strategy, 

teachers try to connect new learning to students' knowledge of previously learned kanji 

by breaking down kanji into parts. The two researchers investigate the relationships 
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between these three instructional strategies and six attitudes towards teaching kanji of 

251 JSL teachers. They discover that although teachers' attitudes are complex, teachers 

who believe kanji to be important and useful as well as value the cultural tradition of 

kanji, generally prefer to use context and memory strategies. Additionally, Shimizu and 

Green find that Japanese language educators in the U.S. are likely to use rote learning 

strategy most frequently. They explain the popularity of rote learning strategy in two 

ways. First, educators are influenced to use this strategy by recent studies that have 

reaffirmed the effectiveness of rote learning on long-term memory. Second, native 

Japanese teachers are likely to employ this strategy because their own kanji learning 

experiences included rote learning strategy. 

Based on Shimizu and Green's (2002) study and previous studies that examine 

teacher's beliefs about language learning, Morl and Shimizu (2007) investigate the 

attitudes toward kanji of 311 U.S. college students and how they perceive kanji learning. 

The two researchers identified six attitudes toward kanji: kanji is fun, kanji is difficult, 

kanji has cultural value, kanji has future, kanji is useful, and kanji learning requires 

special abilities. They also identified six kanji learning strategies: morphological analysis, 

rote memorization, context-based strategies, association strategy, metacognitive strategy, 

and helplessness. Among these strategies, students recognize rote memorization as the 

most effective while they regard the metacognitive strategy, which requires awareness of 

leaming strategies, least effective. In addition, the two researchers examine the 

relationships between the attitudes and beliefs toward kanji. They found that the more 

students recognize the cultural value of kanji and feel kanji learning fun, the more they 
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utilize various learning strategies. Furthermore, students who rely only on rote 

memorization tend to find kanji learning difficult and feel helpless. Building on these 

findings, the researchers suggest using a variety of kanji learning strategies and activities 

to enhance students' positive attitudes toward kanji by emphasizing its cultural value. 

Another suggestion Mori and Shimizu offer is that instructors provide students with 

achievable but challenging tasks that facilitate that realization that they kanji is learned 

through effort rather than because of a student's special abilities. 

Several researchers indicate that instructional strategies affect learning strategies 

that students use (e.g. Gamage, 2003; Kern, 1995). Shimizu & Green (2002) claim it is 

important to know which instructional strategies teachers choose because ''the particular 

language instruction used by a teacher may significantly impact the choices that students 

make in their efforts to develop learning strategies" (p. 228). According to Gamage 

(2003), many studies on kanji learning strategies have been conducted by incorporating 

learner perspectives attained through questionnaires. Moreover, these studies are mostly 

conducted in university settings (Gamage, 2003). Therefore, further research is needed 

that deals with kanji learning/teaching strategies preferred in Japanese as a heritage 

language setting. 

2.2.2. T eacbers' Beliefs 

Although there is no scholarly consensus of what the concept of beliefs 

constitute (Basturkmen, Loewen, & Ellis, 2004; Woods, 1996; Pajares, 1992), Pajares 
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(1992) claims, after examining literature on beliefs, that beliefs are based on evaluation 

and judgment. He states that all teachers have their own beliefs about effective teaching 

and learning, and thus their beliefs strongly influence their practices. He also claims, 

"beliefs are far more influential than knowledge in determining how individuals organize 

and define tasks and problems and are stronger predictors of behavior" (p. 311). Indeed, 

previous studies also point to the strong relationship between teachers' beliefs and their 

practices. Johnson (1992) examines the extent to which ESL teachers' instructions are 

consistent with their beliefs. She distributed a survey to 30 ESL teachers in order to 

determine their beliefs about literacy instruction. She then conducted a lesson plan 

analysis task and Ideal Instructional Protocol to ascertain participants' favorite 

instructional approaches. The results of this study show that the majority of the teachers' 

favorite literacy instructional practices align with their beliefs about learning. 

Richardson, Anders, Tidwell, and Lloyd (1991) also articulate a connection 

between teachers' beliefs and their classroom practices. The four researchers worked with 

39 elementary school teachers of third to sixth graders. Based on interviews with the 

participants about their beliefs, the researchers predicted the following six categories for 

reading instruction practices: Use ofbasa1 readers, consideration of students' background 

knowledge, oral reading, interruption of students' oral reading, teaching of vocabulary, 

and flexibility. Classroom observation indicated that the teachers' practices correlated 

significantly with these six categories. Therefore the researchers conclude that there is a 

"relatively strong relationship between teachers' stated beliefs about the reading process 

and their classroom practices" (p. 578). 
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Moreover, teachers' beliefs about effective learning ultimately influence 

students' beliefs and learning strategies. Kern (1995) compares French language learners' 

and teachers' beliefs about language learning before and after a semester. He conducted a 

questionnaire survey called The Beliefs About Language Learning Inventory (BALLI) 

developed by Horwitz (1988). Although the relationship between teachers' beliefs and 

students' beliefs could not be generalized, Kern states that "the individual correlation 

data indicate that some students greatly improved the degree offit between their BALLI 

responses and their instructors" (p. 81). Banya & Cheng (1997) also utilize BALLI to 

compare the beliefs of23 English teachers and 224 EFL college students in Taiwan. In 

addition, they compare their results with Kern's (1995), who examined the beliefs of 

American students and teachers. Banya and Cheng find that teachers' beliefs affect not 

only their teaching strategies, but also their students' beliefs and learning strategies. For 

example, the Chinese teachers in their study generally value good pronnnciation and 

accurate grammar. Hence, they tend to correct students' errors immediately and 

emphasize students learning vocabulary and grammar. Like their teachers, the Chinese 

students placed importance on excellent pronunciation and grammar proficiency, which 

seemed to influence their eager learning of grammar and vocabulary. On the other hand, 

the American teachers in Kern's study did not require grammar accuracy and good 

pronunciation of their students. Instead, they put emphasis on the learning process and 

encouraged their students to be involved in the learning activities. American students 

shared similar beliefs with their teachers and did not think immediate error correction as 
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necessary as the Chinese students did. Also, they did not value excellent pronunciation as 

much as their Chinese counterparts. 

Some studies suggest that teachers' instructional practices do not necessarily 

reflect their beliefs because of restrictions. Australian teachers of Japanese in Sato & 

Kleinsasser's (1999) study, for instance, taught classes in a way that was not consistent 

with their beliefs about Communicative Language Teaching (CL T). Although the 

teachers reported they believed that CL T involves little grammar instruction and uses 

many activities, they actually spent time in teacher-centered grammar explanation and 

rarely used communicative activities that promote interaction among students. Teachers 

reported that their employing of traditional teaching practices was tied to the lack of 

appropriate materials, time, and students' motivation. Graden's study (1996), which 

examines the practices and beliefs of six French and Spanish teachers in the U.S., 

uncovered a similar situation. The participant teachers in her study often gave up 

incorporating their beliefs into their teaching practices because they did not have enough 

time nor access to the materials necessary to implement such practices. Furthermore, the 

teachers claimed students' inadequate preparation forced them to compromise their 

beliefs. In addition to these reasons, Graden points out the teachers' insufficient 

knowledge about effective alternative approaches and suggests teachers be more aware of 

theoretical discussions that address similar teaching situations. 
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Chapter 3 

THE STUDY 

The purpose of the present study is to (a) examine what beliefs JSS teachers have 

about kan} i instruction and describe how these beliefs correlate to their actual teaching 

practices, (b) articulate the difficulties and problems teachers and students experience 

with kanji instruction at JSS, and finally to (c) suggest methods to address these problems 

and difficulties. 

As the previous literature shows, teachers' beliefs are a crucial factor influencing 

teaching practices and ultimately their students' beliefs about learning. However, there is 

no study that has investigated teachers' beliefs about kanji instruction at JSS, which is 

noted by both teachers and students as being problematic. The present study thus 

investigates JSS teachers' actual practices through observations to examine the 

connection between their beliefs and practices, focusing particularly on kanji instruction. 

3.1. Research Questions 

The present study will address the following research questions. 

a. What beliefs about teaching kanji do JSS teachers have? 

b. What teaching strategies do JSS teachers actually use? 

c. What changes to teaching beliefs and practices can be implemented to improve kanji 

instruction at JSS? 
16 



3.2. Field Entry 

To investigate the research questions above, I chose to conduct research at a 

Japanese supplementary school in the Pacific Rim. This school was appropriate as the 

research site for the present study because (a) the majority of the students do not have a 

clear plan to return to Japan to receive education, and (b) its curriculum puts emphasis on 

kanji. As the previous literature shows, many JSS around the world have an increasing 

number of students who do not plan to return to Japan, which results in difficulties when 

traditional teaching practices are implemented in the classroom. The target JSS in the 

present study relies heavily on such traditional teaching practices and confronts the same 

problems noted in the literature. These problems are primarily linked to Japanese 

traditional teaching practices not being conducive to students of heterogeneous 

backgrounds having different learning styles. This school particularly acknowledges a 

serious deficiency in students' karifi proficiency, and hence, recently introduced a new 

curriculum focusing on kanji instruction. 

In March 2006, I visited the school office of the target JSS with my professor, 

who knows the principal personally. At the initial meeting with the principal, I briefly 

explained this project and asked him ifI could use his school as the site for my research. 

He requested that I submit a brief research proposal explaining the purpose, procedure, 

likely products, and overall schedule so that he could present it to the board of directors. 

Given his request, I submitted a brief research proposal (see Appendix C) and a letter 

from my advisor, Dr. Kondo-Brown to demonstrate that the University of Hawai'i at 
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Manoa supports this project. In May 2005, I received an approval to conduct the research 

at the JSS from the board of directors with several conditions. The conditions included 

submitting the finaI product of the research (which is this thesis) to the principal and to 

maintain the confidentiality of the participants. At the beginning of August 2006, I held 

another meeting with the principal and the school secretary to confirm commencement of 

the research project and address any necessary paper work. 

I entered the field at the end of August 2006, when a new semester began. I was 

present at the school throughout the day; from the morning staff meeting to the end-of

day staff meeting. In the first one month, I focused on building rapport with the teachers, 

students, and parents at the JSS because the early stage of field entry considerably affects 

the relationship between the people in the field and the researcher (Richards, 2003). 

Specifically, I observed and, upon request, supported classes of different teachers. In 

other words, I was an observer-participant at this stage. In addition to building rapport 

with the people in the field, during this time I gained a better understanding of the context 

of the research site. 

The teachers knew that I was there to conduct research because the principal 

introduced me as a researcher on the first day at the morning staff meeting. However, the 

students did not know exactly who I was. It seemed that they assumed I was either an 

assistant-teacher or a student teacher who aspired to be a JSS teacher in the future. When 

asked by the students who I am, I answered that I was there to learn how to teach, just as 
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their JSS teachers had explained to them. It seemed that the students were satisfied with 

this answer and did not press the issue as to why I was there further. 

At the beginning of field entry, the principal assigned me three teachers as 

participants in the research. Since the principal claimed to choose the participants solely 

by himself, I requested that he find participants who (a) teach the new kanji subject and 

(b) are willing to participate in the research. The principal told me that he chose the three 

participants because they are "good" teachers, and seemed to be able to afford time for 

interviews. I approached the participants and asked them to sign the consent form I had 

created (see Appendix D). I started collecting data in October 2006. The details of the 

data collection procedure are described later in this chapter. The data collection period 

ended in March 2007, when the 2006-2007 school year finished. 

3.3. Research Site 

The research site is a JSS located in the u.S. The city where the JSS is located is 

multicultura1lmultiethnic and has many Japanese immigrants. It is also a famous 

international city where there are many Japanese tourists. This JSS was established in the 

mid-l 970s and belongs to the second category of JSS, which were established in response 

to the increase in the number of Japanese children living abroad, according to the 

classification of Douglas et al. (2003). In 1979, a teacher was dispatched from Japan to 

this school and was assigned as the school's vice principal for the first time. Currently, 

the principal is the only teacher dispatched from Japan; all the other teachers are locally 
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hired native speakers of Japanese. There are about 30 teachers and 400 students ranging 

from kindergarteners to ninth-graders. According to the school newsletter, the number of 

students who plan to return to Japan has decreased, and more than 60% of the students 

have no clear plan to go back to Japan. 

The JSS offers classes on Saturdays and teaches kokugo and mathematics to all 

grades except kindergarten, and social science to students fifth grade and above. The JSS 

acknowledges the students' diversified needs as well as the decrease in students' kokugo 

proficiency. Therefore, it introduced a new curriculum in 2005 designed to overcome 

those issues. What should be noted about this new curriculum is that it places an 

emphasis on konji instroction. There are two significant changes from the old curriculum. 

The first change is the introduction of a new subject designed to develop students' kanji 

ability. This subject is taught during one class hour per week and is offered to students 

from first through sixth grades. Students from seventh through ninth grade are taught this 

subject during two class hours per week. 

The second change is the implementation of promotion examinations, which 

assess students' kanji proficiency. The examination is administered five times each year. 

Students have to score more than 80% on at least one of the exams in order to advance to 

the next grade. Students at first and second grades are expected to demonstrate kanji 

proficiency at a first grade level, third and fourth grade students are expected to be at a 

second grade level, fifth and sixth graders are expected to be at a third grade level, and 

students at the seventh through ninth grades are expected to demonstrate kanji 
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proficiency at the fourth grade level. Expected grade level proficiency is determined by 

the proficiency expected at the corresponding grade level at schools in Japan. 

3.4. Participants 

TIrree teachers, upon assignment by the school's principal, participated in this 

study. Therefore, the participants were selected by a convenience sampling, in which 

researchers "settle for what is convenient because of advantages it offers or difficulty of 

using other samples" (Richards, 2003, p. 250). Each participant was asked to sign the 

consent fonn before the observations and interviews began. The consent fonn included 

detailed explanations about the purpose and procedures of the study, practices for 

protecting confidentiality, and the right to withdraw from the study. The participants not 

only read the consent fonn but were also given explanations about the content of it in 

Japanese. Below is a description of each of the three teachers. 

Kayo teaches mathematics, kokugo, and the new kanji subject to third graders. 

Her class consists of 18 students. Since separate tracks for students returning and not 

returning to Japan are not offered for students up to third grade, she has heterogeneous 

students in her class: both students who plan to return to Japan in the near future and 

those who do not. She has been teaching at this JSS since 1993. When she was in Japan, 

she taught at preschools. During her first several years at this JSS, she was in charge of 

kindergarten students. Upon the principal's request, she began teaching at the elementary 

school level. She has taught first, second, and third graders for three to four years each 
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respectively. Although she enjoys teaching elementary school students, she would like to 

return to teaching kindergarteners in the future and make use of her experiences as a 

kindergarten teacher again. 

Moo is a sixth grade teacher. She also teaches mathematics, kokugo, and the new 

kanji subject. Since separate tracks are offered for students fourth grade and above, she 

teaches an advanced level of kokugo to students, many of whom have clear plan to return 

to Japan. On the other hand, she also teaches mathematics and the new kanji subject to 

her homeroom class, which consists of 12 students with heterogeneous backgrounds. 

When she was in Japan, she taught English at ajunior high school for about three years 

after graduating from a Japanese university. She then moved to New Jersey to teach 

Japanese as a foreign language to elementary school children for two years. Currently, 

she has a full-time job at a travel industrial company in addition to teaching at the JSS on 

Saturdays. She has been teaching at this JSS for three years. She taught fourth grade in 

her first year, and then began teaching sixth grade in her second year. At the time of the 

research, it was her second year teaching sixth graders. 

Fuyuko, who teaches seventh to ninth graders, teaches only the kanji new subject. 

She has been teaching at this JSS since 1999. Before she moved here, she lived in New 

Jersey and taught at a JSS there. She feels that teaching in New Jersey was easier than 

here because most students stayed in the U.S. only temporarily and planned to return to 

Japan soon. She applied for the teaching job at this JSS right after she moved to this city. 

However, there was no position available at that time, so she had to wait for two years for 
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a vacancy. During her first few years at the school, she taught composition and karifi to 

students from fifth to ninth grade. After that, she moved to teaching third grade upon the 

request of a new principal. She started teaching kanji to students from seventh to ninth 

grade this year because the principal asked her to do so. She assumes the main reason that 

the principal wanted her to specialize in teaching the kanji subject was because she runs a 

calligraphy school outside of the JSS and is regarded as an expert of kanji. She started 

learning calligraphy when she was in elementary school. After graduating from a 

Japanese junior college, she started working for a calligraphy association as an 

examination referee. In between judging and correcting the work of 800,000 students, she 

also trained calligraphy teachers that belonged to this association. After moving to the 

U.S., she has been running a calligraphy school during weekdays. 

3.5. Instruments and Procedures 

The present study incorporates the qualitative tradition of grounded theory 

developed by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). This 

approach allows "the generation of theory through the inductive examination of 

information" (Rennie and Phillips, 1988, p.141). That is, theories emerge through 

research processes rather than the research being used to validate or dispute preexisting 

theories. Hence. data are gathered systematically from natural settings using different 

methods, such as observations and interviews (priest, Roberts, and Woods, 2002). In the 

present study, the data was collected through class observations and interviews with the 
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JSS teachers. In addition, documents and materials obtained during observation and staff 

meetings were also used as data for analysis. 

Observation 

I observed the classes of each teacher for three days, which resulted in about 12 

school hours. I assisted the teacher ifrequested, and thus, I was a participant-observer in 

those cases. For example, I answered students' questions individually, distributed 

handouts, and supervised the students when teachers had to leave the classroom for a 

short period of time. I took field notes about what was happening in the classes during the 

observation. I recorded participants, events, acts, and gestures in the classroom, observing 

as much of the classroom dynamics as I could (Glesne, 2006). When I could not take 

notes in class because of some restrictions, such as when the need to help the teachers or 

students' made note-taking impossible, I tried to remember what I saw as much as 

possible and wrote my observations down in my field notebook immediately following 

the class. 

Interview 

In between the observations, informal interviews were conducted during which I 

asked what the participants thought about the class they had just taught. I also asked more 

genera! questions about teaching kanji at this school. The teachers' answers were 

recorded in the field notebook. In addition, I conducted semi-structured, tape-recorded 

interviews with each teacher to ask about their thoughts more in-depth. The interview 

questions were developed based on the literature review, class observations, and the 
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previous interviews. The interviews were carried out in Japanese, which is the native 

language of all three teachers, as well as myself. The length of the interviews with each 

participant varied from two to four hours. All semi-structured interviews were transcribed 

for analysis. 

Other resources 

Documents and teaching materials that were obtained during class observations 

and other teaching related situations-such as staff meetings and conversations with the 

principal-were also used to more fully capture the context and to provide data for 

analysis. The documents and teaching materials included: weekly newsletters for parents, 

weekly notes from the principal to the teachers, teachers' handbooks, a report about the 

implementation of the new curriculum, a summary of a questionnaire distributed to 

parents, a sample promotion kanji examination administered to seventh graders, and a 

few sample handouts for the new karifi subject. 

3.6. Researcher's Experience 

Since the researcher's experiences and perspectives influence the overall research 

procedures, analysis, and consequently the results of any research project (Foltz and 

Griffin, 1996), it is important for researchers to reflect on themselves critically (Lincoln 

and Guba, 2003). Hence, I would like to briefly discuss my background and how I tried 

to minimize its effect on the present study. 
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Currently, and also during the data collection period, I have been a graduate student at the 

University ofHawai'i. I have been interested in the issues at Japanese supplementary 

schools during most of my academic career, and wrote a graduation thesis about people 

who attended JSS as an undergraduate student. My concern with JSS derives from my 

personal experience as a child. I lived in Gennany as a child and attended a local Gennan 

school. Since it was clear that our family would return to Japan in a few years, my 

parents sent me to a JSS to have me study Japanese. Therefore, I attended a JSS for about 

four years until I went back to Japan prior to the sixth grade. These experiences as an 

undergraduate student and a JSS student enabled me to become familiar with the contexts 

of JSS. On the other hand, however, it is also true that these experiences made me biased 

when I planned, conducted, and wrote the present study. 

To reduce the influence of my experiences and perspectives on the present study, 

I used several strategies to compensate for my underlying prejudices. First, I triangulated 

the data collection procedures. The data were obtained through observation, informal and 

semi-structured interviews, and analysis of various documents. Second, I tried to collect 

rich data. For example, I tape-recorded and transcribed all interviews. In this way, I could 

revisit the full text of the conversations, which I would not have been able to do if the 

interviews were recorded only in notes. Third, I kept an audit trail; i.e. I kept all 

documents I submitted to the principal and took notes about meetings and on-going 

research so that I could trace my thinking and the evolution of this study. Fourth, I tried 

to bracket my personal experiences and suspend judgments. Although it is impossible to 

completely suspend judgment as a human subject, I put significant effort into separating 
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my previous experiences as a JSS student and the present study. Then, I focused on 

making interpretations based only on the data obtained. The trustworthiness of the 

present study will be further discussed in the final section of this chapter. 

3.7. Analysis 

In grounded theory, themes should be identified from data to grasp the meaning of 

the experiences of participants (Bowen, 2006). Glaser and Strauss (1967) introduced the 

constant comparative method as an analysis process in the grounded theory approach. 

The constant comparative method involves three coding stages: open coding, 

axial coding, and selective coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). It is absolutely acceptable 

to move back and forth from one coding form to another. Open coding is a process of 

identifYing concepts, which will be the basis for subsequent analyses. Strauss and Corbin 

(1990) describe the procedure of open coding as: 

During open coding the data are broken down into discrete parts, closely 
examined, compared for similarities and differences, and questions are asked 
about the phenomena as reflected in the data. (p. 62) 

Concepts that are similar or related to each other are grouped together and become a 

category. Once categories are generated, researchers try to connect categories and sub-

categories in the axial coding stage. As the analysis proceeds, it becomes clear in which 

contexts certain phenomena occur. Furthermore, it is also crucial to search for variations 
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and contradictions at this stage (Priest et al., 2002). Another coding form is selective 

coding. At this stage, researchers integrate all sub-categories into one or two core 

categories and establish conceptual frameworks. Strauss and Corbin (1990) explain that 

the integrations at the selective coding stage "is not much different than axial coding. It is 

just done at a higher more abstract level of analysis" (p. 117). 

As its name suggests, the essential feature of the constant comparative method is 

that researchers continuously engage in analyzing while they are gathering data. They 

determine what kind of data they gather next based on the ongoing analysis. Thus, data 

collection and analysis have significant and constant interaction (Boeije, 2002). In the 

present study, I went through the following process to compare data. 

1. Comparison among the interviews of one participant 
2. Comparison between interviews of the three participants 
3. Comparison between the observations of one participant 
4. Comparison between the observations of three participants 
5. Comparison between interviews and observations of one participant 

Data collected from the interviews and observations were compared and analyzed to 

develop patterns, themes, and sub-themes. 

3.8. Trustworthiness 

Claiming that terms such as validity, objectivity, and reliability are inappropriate 

to apply to qualitative studies, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest the concepts 

dependability, credibility, confirmability, and transferability as criteria for qualitative 
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data. By emphasizing these four factors, it is possible to maintain the trustworthiness of 

qualitative studies. 

The idea of dependability requires the need for the researcher to account for the 

ever-changing conditions at the research site. In qualitative research, it is assumed that 

the reality is context dependent because it is constructed by people aod is multiple 

whereas there is only one absolute reality in quaotitative research. Therefore, it is 

important to describe the changes aod their possible influences on the results. In the 

present study, I enhaoced the dependability through a methodological triaogulation. As 

described previously, the data were gathered through multiple procedures: informal aod 

formal interviews, observations, aod document aoalysis. This overlapping method 

enabled the present study to acquire a more exact understaoding about the context from 

different perspectives. 

Credibility involves describing the results as believable as possible from the 

participaots' view. Its aoalogy in quaotitative research is internal validity. To enhaoce the 

credibility, I put prolonged engagement aod persistent observation, aod triaogulation into 

practice. Namely, I spent adequate time at the research site aod tried to focus on the 

aspects that are most relevaot to my research. In addition to observing the classes, I 

attended all morning staff meetings as well as the staff meetings at the end of the day. I 

also participated in some events which the JSS hosts to provide support, such as a sport 

festival aod Japaoese Kaoji Aptitude Test (Nihon Kanji Noryoku Kentei Shiken). I took 

field notes not only during the class observations but also during staff meetings aod other 
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occasions so I could identify any characteristics relevant to the present study. Lincoln and 

Guba (1985) claim "if prolonged engagement provides scope, persistent observation 

provides depth" (p. 304). I used the technique of triangulation as well to obtain enough 

data to look at the phenomena from various perspectives. 

Confirmability refers to the possibility for other researchers to confirm the 

interpretation or results of the study. It is ''to be assessed in terms of the documentation of 

research design, data, analysis, reflection, and so on, so that the researcher's decisions are 

open to others." (Richards, 2003, p.286). I have kept records during the data collection in 

the form of memos, field notes, and various documents for further inspection. ln addition, 

I described the research procedures in detail in the above sections to make them clear to 

the readers. 

Transferability is parallel to external validity in quantitative research. It is the 

degree of generalizability of the study. A qualitative study has to demonstrate how 

applicable its findings are to other contexts or settings. To enhance the transferability, 

thick description that "involves an epic perspective, which demands description that 

includes the actors' interpretations and other social and/or cultural information" is most 

effective (Davis, 1995, p. 434). In the present study, thick description is realized by 

describing the research processes, institution, and the participants in detail. 
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Chapter 4 

Teachers' Beliefs about Kanji Instruction 

Beliefs of the JSS teachers were classified into two major themes: (a) beliefs 

about kanji instruction in general and (b) beliefs about karifi instruction at the JSS. Each 

major theme included several sub-themes. In this chapter, I will describe the teacher's 

beliefs that emerged from the data by alternating analysis with excerpts from the data 

(transcripts, observations, and interviews) that support this analysis. 

4.1. Beliefs about Kanji Instruction in General 

The first theme examined is the beliefs about kanji instruction in general. Certain 

beliefs of the teachers were not specific to kanji instruction at JSS, but common to kanji 

instruction in general regardless of context. 

4.1.1. Kanji is the Essential Skill for Reading Japanese Texts 

All three teachers I interviewed concluded that they should teach kanji to their 

students because it is the basic skill necessary for reading Japanese. 

I think karifi is important because all books and sentences written in Japanese 
have karifi in them. If you cannot read kanji, you cannot understand what 
they say at all. (Interview with Kayo) 
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I noticed that the kanji proficiency of students in my class [= seventh grade] 
is only that of second or third graders. Those students can't understand the 
class because they can't even read the textbook. For them, the classes might 
as well be in Greek. We must somehow improve this situation. (Interview 
with Fuyuko) 

These interviews made it apparent that these teachers feel that without enough kanji 

knowledge students cannot understand Japanese texts. In addition, students have to be 

able to read kanji so that they can read textbooks and follow the lessons. Fuyuko also 

pointed out that knowing kanji helps students infer meanings of sentences because of its 

ideographic nature. 

Every kanji has meaning, right? So, knowing the kanji help you to guess 
what the texts talk about. Even if you don't know how a kanji is 
pronounced, you can still imagine what it means. (Interview with Fuyuko) 

In sum, the teachers recognized kanji as a crucial skill in reading Japanese. Therefore, 

they expect their students to learn kanji in order to understand Japanese texts. 

4.1.2. Stroke Orders are Important 

All of the three teachers agreed that students should learn correct stroke order. 

I think the stroke orders are very important. If you write kanji in the wrong 
order, the kanji would be out of shape. Also, correct stroke order help you 
write appropriate stroke endings automatically. (Interview with Miki) 

Students need to learn correct stroke order. Otherwise, the kanji loses its 
shape and it sometimes looks even like a different character. (Interview 
with Kayo) 
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If you don't learn correct stroke order, it is very difficult to learn kanji 
because you have to remember them as random graphics or symbols. 
Stroke order is something that people refined over thousands of years to 
make writing kanji easy and neat. You need to write a letter that is legible. 
In order to write a legible letter, you have to learn stroke order accurately. 
(Interview with Fuyuko) 

These teachers believe learning stroke order is important because it helps students write 

kanji neatly with appropriate stroke endings, which results in a correct character. If 

students write kanji in random stroke order, they cannot write properly and risk 

compromising comprehension at the reading stage. 

4.1.3. Mastering Fundamental Skills is Important in Learning Kanji 

JSS teachers seemed to believe that students cannot learn kanji effectively 

without acquiring the basic writing- hiragana, katakana, and basic kanji. They noted 

that it was difficult to learn new kanji for students who failed acquiring hiragana, 

katakana, and basic kanji in earlier grades. 

Some parts of kanji are made from katakana and hiragana. For example, 
"ka [f-t)" of"kagaku [science]" includes katakana in its radical, tomasu 

[4-], right? Kids who cannot write shi [~] and lsu [:Y] in katakana end up 

writing tomasu like a tsu [:Y]. In other words, they write the first stroke of 
tomasu from up to down, not from left to right. Also, another radical, 
sanzui, also requires the ability to write a shi in katakana. There are many 
students who have to review katakana before they learn new kanji. 
Kindergarteners should also practice drawing lines: Short lines, long lines, 
and curved lines. Then, they should learn katakana because it's easier than 
hiragana. Katakana has only straight lines. Doing so allows students to 

move more easily from the basics to the advanced, I think. (Interview with 
Fuyuko) 
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Some of the students in my class [= third grade] have been reviewing the 
kanji they learned from the second grade. You can't learn the third grade 
level kanji without mastering the second grade ones. [ ... ] I think everything 
starts with the ability of drawing a straight line. We need to train students 
from the first grade or even from kindergarten to draw various kinds of 

lines so that they can prepare for learning kanji later. (Interview with Kayo) 

These teachers agreed that students should master the foundations for writing in the early 

grades which allows them to learn new kanji in a step by step fashion rather than trying to 

memorize each kanji without a reference. 

4.1.4. Repetition is Important for Kanji Learning 

The ISS teachers agreed that students have to be exposed to kanji repeatedly. 

Students need to practice kanji over and over, especially the kids here in 
the U.S. They are surrounded only by English alphabet, right? There is too 

much English around them. (Interview with Kayo) 

Writing kanji many times means that you get many chances to recall it. 
You need repetition. The more you are exposed to kanji, the better you can 
learn them, definitely. Four times is better than three times, three times is 
better than two. (Interview with Mild) 

Many ideas were implemented in the three JSS teachers' classes so the students had to 

read and write kanji repeatedly. For example, Miki stated that she decided to give tests 

twice for the same kanji: 

You definitely forget kanji if you have only one test. So, I will give two 
tests to my students next year. You leam new kanji in class, and then you 
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practice them as homework and take a writing test in the following week. 
In the third week, you take another test on same kanji with a focus on 
reading. As a result, you have to study the same kanji over three weeks. 
(Interview with Mild) 

In fact, Mild had implemented this system in her class by the time of the second 

interview and reported a positive result from giving two tests. 

It seems that students remember kanji a bit better now. Yes, it's working 
well. (Interview with Miki) 

Kayo, who teaches third graders, also developed a strategy for students writing 

kanji more frequently. Kayo designed classroom materials so students could practice 

writing kanji repeatedly by filling out forms. 

You kind of create your own kanji book with this material. There aren't 
enough squares in your notebooks, right? However, you can write more 
kanji using this material. You write the readings, radicals, and phrases in 
the blanks. In addition, you practice writing in the empty squares as 
homework. Also, you take a test in the following week. That means, you 
write kanji during class, at home as homework, and as a preparation for the 
test. You can write kanji over and over using this, so you should be able to 
memorize them well after filling out all the blanks in this form. (Interview 
with Kayo) 

Fuyuko, who specializes in teaching the new kanji subject, often tells her students 

explicitly that they must write kanji many times to learn kanji effectively. 

Takuya is staring at his worksheet for a long time. Fuyuko finds it and says, 
"Takuya, you can't memorize kanji by just looking at them. Move your 
hand and write them plenty of times. "Takuya answers, "I'm tired. I don't 
want to." Fuyuko continued, "Otherwise, you can never learn kanji. You 
have to actually write them. I can write kanji because I wrote them 
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thousands of times when I was in school. Everyone in Japan also learns 
kanji in that way." (Observation ofFuyuko's kanji class. Eighth grade) 

The observations and interviews above indicate that the three teachers contrive to put 

their beliefs into practice by making their students write/read kanji repeatedly. 

4.1.5. Rich Vocabulary Helps Students Learn Kanji 

The three teachers believe that students can learn kanji easier if they have a wide 

Japanese vocabulary because this allows students to remember kanji in connection with 

the meanings of words. 

Japanese vocabulary definitely has a relationship with kanji learning. If you 

know the word shokuyoku [jtW\, appetite] and see the kanji for this word, 

you would think "Oh, it's written as a desire [W\] for eating [jt]." However, 

if you didn't know the word and think "Huh? Shokuyoku?," the kanji would 
be more difficult because you have to start with learning the word before 
learning its kanji. That's a lot of work. (Interview with Mild) 

Fuyuko is sitting in front of Chiaki' s desk and corrects the sheet Chiaki did. 

Fuyuko says, "Do you understand mikaku [IJ>Rj't, gustatory sense]? Mi [IJ>R] 
means taste. It's easier if you memorize kanji with the meaning of the 
word." (Observation of Fuyuko's kanji class) 

According to the excerpts above, the teachers assume that students learn kanji better 

when they can relate the kanji to the meaning of words. Therefore, the students need to 

have a rich Japanese vocabulary. Indeed, students have greater success guessing correct 

kanji when they know the meanings of the word the kanji represents. 
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Students are taking a test. A student, Sachi, raises her hand. Miki goes to 

her. Sachi asks, "What's mokkan [*", woodwind]?" Miki answers, 
"Mokkan is an instrument made of woods." Hearing this answer, Sachi 

writes the kanji for tree [*]. Miki says, "Yes, yes! Mokkan is an 

instrument made of woods and kinkan [~", brass]is an instrwnent made 

of metal." (Observation ofMiki's kanji subject class, sixth grade) 

Kayo walks around the classroom while students are taking a karifi test. 
When she walked by a student, the student asked her, "What does shoobu 
[Jm~, game] mean?" Kayo says, "It means to win or to lose." Then, the 

student says smiling, "Ah!" and writes the answer. (Observation of Kayo's 
kanji class, third grade) 

It appears that students can recall kanji better when they succeed in counecting the kanji 

with the meanings of the words the kanji represents. 

4.2. Beliefs about Kanji Instruction at the JSS 

Another theme that emerged from the data was the beliefs about kanji instruction 

specific to the context of the JSS. In other words, the teachers held some beliefs that are 

embedded in the JSS context. 

4.2.1. Lack of Japanese Use in Daily Lives is a Great Disadvantage for Kanji 
Learning 

All three teachers believe that their students were significantly disadvantaged in 

kanji learning because they are mostly surrounded by English in their lives. Since the JSS 

students attend local American schools during weekdays, English is dominant in their 
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environment. Kayo, Mild, and Fuyuko discussed three major difficulties in JSS students' 

kanji learning caused by their lack of exposure to Japanese. 

The first difficulty was the students' poor Japanese vocabulary. Although the 

teachers believed that the knowledge of Japanese words is crucial for kanji learning, as 

mentioned above, many students do not know enough Japanese vocabulary. The three 

teachers reported that in particular students do not know the words specific to Japanese 

culture. 

Our students are living in the U.S., so there are many things that they 
haven't even seen or heard before. For example, my students didn't know 
natsu-mikan [:If ~ j:J :..--, Chinese citron]. It's no wonder because this fruit 
is not common here. (Interview with Miki) 

The teachers also reported that even if the students knew English words, they did 

not know how to say them in Japanese. 

A question in the test we had in April asked something about guinea pigs. 
What was surprising was that my students didn't know the word morumotto 
[guinea pig]. They only knew the English word, guinea pig. One of the 
students also didn't know what chuui [attention/warning] meant. For those 
students, I have to explain every single detail. (Interview with Kayo) 

There are many words in the textbook that my students don't know. Of 
course, kids in Japan don't know some words as well, but there are many 
more words unfamiliar to our students here. When we were reading the 
textbook, a student asked me, "What is kaniku [5!i!: ~ , pulp/flesh]? Is it an 
abbreviation of kanikuriimu-korokke [croquette stuffed with crab-creme]?" 
A person who grew up in Japan would never come up with kanikuriimu
korokke when he reads kaniku, will he? It was so surprising. (Interview 
with Mild) 
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Limitation in the Japanese word knowledge of JSS students' was actually observed 

during classes. Most questions asked by the students to the teachers were related to the 

meanings of Japanese words. 

Makoto is working on the kanji writing worksheet. Fuyuko asks whether 
there are words he doesn't understand. Makoto answers, "Yes, there are a 
lot. Sekitori [001&, sumo wrestler], telden [~., blackout], and seisho [iJIf 
~,make a fair copy]." Then, Fuyuko began to teach what each word meant. 
(Observation of Fuyuko's kanji class, ninth grade) 

Students are working on tests. Sachi raises her hand and asks Miki, "What 
kind of vehicle is a kamotsusha [~IjW,j*, truck]?" ... After a while, she 

asks again, "What's eiyoo [~~, nutrition]?" ... Another student, Kenta, 

comes to Mild's desk and asks, "What does shushi [fi-=f, seed] mean?" 
(Observation of the promotion exam in Miki's class, sixth grade) 

Due to their limited Japanese vocabulary knowledge, some students have 

problems using kanji appropriately. In Japanese, there are many words that are 

pronounced the same or similar but have different meanings. Not knowing all the 

possible meanings can result in writing the kanji for one word when the intended 

meaning is different. In short, they tend to write kanji incorrectly because they do not 

connect the written character with the right word. 

Students who don't know the word often write kanji which is pronounced 
the same. They don't think about the meanings of the word or kanji. For 
example, a student made a mistake like this the other day. The word in the 
question asked how to write Un [~~, clinic].Then, the student wrote the 

kanji for members [~, in] instead of buildings [~, in]. You would never 
make this kind of mistake if you knew what the word means, would you? 
(Interview with Fuyuko) 
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Another problem resulting from a limited Japanese vocabulary is that the 

students can not understand the words in the materials. 

[Talking about the worksheet that Fuyuko is using in her class.] Today, a 
student was working on a sentence like this: Kooggeehin no tenkeetekina 
tsukurikata 0 shison ni tsutaeru [passing down to descendants how to 
typically do handiwork. I~oli.G7)JI!Vj!lf19ttf'P I? 1.r~T~I;:$;t Q]. However, 

the student didn't know koogeehin [I;;Jl., handiwork], tenkeeteki [A~i¥J, 

typical], and shison [.:r~, decendant]. What can he do without knowing so 
many words? (Interview with Fuyuko) 

Students often memorize kanji without understanding the word it represents. 
It's less effective. However, I know that it is a lot of work for the JSS students 
to check the meaning of all kanji and words they learn because they are busy 
with their assignments for the American schools. Moreover, they are living in 
the U.S., so they have extremely little contact with Japanese. (Interview with 
Mild) 

It seems that the JSS students' lack of Japanese vocabulary proficiency leads to several 

difficulties in their kanji learning. 

Another difficulty caused by insufficient contact with the Japanese language is 

students have little chance to use kanji repeatedly in their daily lives. As mentioned 

above, teachers believe that repetition is essential for kanji learning. However, residing in 

the U.S., students do not have many opportunities to read or write kanji in their lives, 

which prevents them from practicing kanji through actual use. 

They have great disadvantage [in learning kanji] compared to the students in 
Japan. The opportunities to use kanji are very limited. They come to the JSS 
only once a week while they go to American schools five days a week. The 
students here do not have enough opportunities to use kanji over and over in 
their lives. (Interview with Mild) 
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While students in Japan are exposed to kanji in their daily lives and thus are 

unconsciously practicing it constantly, it is extremely difficult for JSS students to do the 

same in their English dominant environment. 

The third difficulty is the students' relative lack of motivation toward leaning 

kanji. Students do not necessarily have to know kanji because they go to local American 

schools-learning kanji is neither perceived as essential nor privileged in their wider 

community. As many students at this JSS do not have a specific plan to return to Japan 

in the near future, the importance of acquiring this skill is somewhat diminished .. 

It depends on students' motivation how well they can learn kanji. Their 
motivation is related to how much Japanese they need in their lives. 
Moreover, students who aren't going back to Japan don't need Japanese in 
their future. In such a case, you don't see the reason to study Japanese hard. 
Talking with grandparents and writing letters in Japanese-----they think 
that's enough for them. (Interview with Kayo) 

Moo lamented that students who do not attend school because they want to and are not 

motivated to learn Japanese can't learn effectively even if they attended the JSS. 

Students who are not good at kanji are those who don't want to come to 
our school. They don't want to study Japanese and don't want to come to 
the JSS. The only reason why they come here is because their mothers 
make them. It is a waste of time and money for those students to attend the 
JSS. (Interview with Miki) 

Kayo claimed that the motivation is a crucial factor to learning kanji successfully. 

The kids are smart and have enough ability to learn kanji, so we should 
make them feel they want to learn more. Once they wish to learn, they can 
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really do a great job. So we as teachers should try to awaken their curiosity. 
(Interview with Kayo) 

Kayo is very invested in addressing this apparent apathy toward learning kanji, and 

suggests developing teaching materials that encourage students to be motivated to learn 

kanji. To this end, she had been looking for chances to share ideas with other ISS 

teachers. However, there are not as many opportunities to exchange ideas with other 

teachers as she wishes. 

I want to develop more teaching materials. If! could do that, the students 
would enjoy the class more and become more interested in kanji. Otherwise, 
the classes remain boring. [ ... ] I like Fuyuko' s classes, so I want to learn 
from her more. Rizumu ondoku [rhythm reading] is originally her idea. I'm 
using it because she used it in her class when I observed, and I really liked 
the idea. It would be wonderful if! had chances to observe her classes. 
Even among the teachers of the third grade, we seldom observe each 
others' classes because we have to teach our own class while other teachers 
are teaching their classes. We sometimes exchange our ideas, but everyone 
is busy, so we don't have enough time to develop teaching materials 
together. (Interview with Kayo) 

Another teacher, Mild, tried to elicit students' curiosity as well. 

I sometimes talk about the origin of kanji to my students. For example, why 
this radical is used and those ldnds of stories. This is the most interesting part 
of kanji, isn't it? I explain those things to my students. Then my students think 
"Oh, I see!" and become more interested. (Interview with Mild) 

However, Mild was not confident enough of her knowledge about kanji. She said that she 

needed to study more so that she could amuse her students with more interesting stories. 

I don't have so much knowledge, though. I know only basic things such as 
tehen [primitive for hand] derives from the letter for hand. I can only teach 
easy things. [ ... ] I have to increase my knowledge and become a "kanji 
doctor." To do so, I have to search on the Internet and read books and 
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dictionaries. I have to study by myself to develop my knowledge. (Interview 
withMiki) 

When asked whether she has opportunities to gain knowledge of kanji or kokugo at the 

JSS, she answered "As far as I study by myself, I do." Kayo and Mild's answers indicate 

that there is little support from the school for individual teachers' professional 

development. 

4.2.2. Negative Influence of English should be Removed 

Fuyuko and Kayo reported that there were negative influences of having learned 

English first on JSS students' kanji writing. Fuyuko pointed out students who learned the 

English alphabet before Japanese suffer from the differences in stroke order between 

English and Japanese. In English, most characters are written from vertical strokes. On 

the other hand, most Japanese characters begin with horizontal strokes. 

Kids in the U.S. usually attend preschool from two years old or so. Then, 
they learn the English alphabet there and acquire English stroke order. It 
makes it difficult for students to write Japanese characters later because most 
English alphabet letters begin from vertical lines while Japanese characters 
mostly begin with horlzontallines. For example, capital "B" "D," and "E" 
begin with the vertical strokes, right? So, the students acquire the habit of 
writing characters beginning with a vertical line. Even if they understand the 
difference conceptually, it takes time to translate that to practice. (Interview 
with Fuyuko) 
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Another influence on writing was the differences between the importance of stroke 

endings in English letters and Japanese characters. According to Kayo, students at the 

JSS tend not to pay enough attention to the details of stroke endings. 

Students [who are strong in English] do not have enough writing pressure. 
They write softly because English letters are written very smoothly, aren't 
they? You don't care how the strokes end when you write English letters. 
Therefore, students here write kanji too smoothly without paying much 
attention to the details. (Interview with Kayo) 

Consequently, students end up writing kanji sloppily without learning accurate stroke 

endings. 

Acknowledging the negative influences of English on students' kanji learning, 

Fuyuko and Kayo are trying to counter of them. Fuyuko indicated that she had been 

trying to change students' English writing habits by carefully paying attention to their 

way of writing. Kayo has been making her students use dark pencils so they see their 

stroke endings clearly. 

In spite of the teachers' efforts, they reported that many teachers at the JSS are 

unaware of the English influences on students. When Fuyuko determined that students 

are affected by their writing of English alphabet letters a few years ago, she discussed this 

matter with her colleagues. However, new teachers who joined the JSS recently have not 

been familiarized with this issue. 
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Teachers who have been working here for a long time know about the 
English influences on students' Japanese writing. I think those teachers 
are teaching kanji with this issue in mind. However, there are now many 
teachers who don't know the differences between writing English letters 
and Japanese characters. They are probably wondering why their students 
always begin by writing a vertical line. (Interview with Fuyuko) 

In fact, Miki, a relatively new teacher among the three participants, did not mention the 

English influence during the interviews or observations at all. It seems that only the "old-

timers" at this JSS believe that they have to address the negative influences of English on 

students' Japanese because only those teachers are conscious of this matter. 

4.2.3. Parents should Support their Children to Learn Kanji at Home 

All teachers believed that parental assistance outside of school for JSS students 

was important because class time is limited to one hour. The JSS only offers classes on 

Saturdays, so teachers do not have enough time to spend on teaching kanji. 

I hardly have time to cover new kanji during class. I only teach stroke order. 
Basically, students have to learn kanji by themselves at home. (Interview 
with Mild) 

We have to cover 7 kanji in 45 minutes. Later, it will be 10 kanji per class 
hour, so we will have only four minutes or so for each kanji. Besides 
radicals, stroke order, and readings, I have to teach the meanings of kanji 
and idioms. I don't have enough time to do more in-depth lessons. [ ... ] We 
don't have time to work on the workbook at school, so I ask my students to 
do it at home. Their mothers sometimes need to teach stroke order and 
things like that by looking into the workbook. (Interview with Kayo) 
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Given the time restrictions at the JSS, the teachers note the need of home study. They 

believe that students' effective learning is dependent on support from their mothers and 

fathers. However, the teachers do not feel that the most parents are providing enough 

help at home. 

I want the parents to cooperate more and to know more how their children 
are doing. I want them to study with the kids. If you want your children to 
learn Japanese, you shouldn't rely only on teachers. You have to get 
involved. Otherwise, it doesn't work because our school is only once a 
week. (Interview with Fuyuko) 

I feel that parents can help their kids more. We cannot teach everything at 
school due to the time limitations, so students must study at home. 
Especially, you have to practice kanji repeatedly at home. However, I feel 
that some parents are not supporting their children enough. Students who 
are not supported fully cannot perform weII at school. In my opinion, 
parental assistance is indispensable, especially at this kind of school. The 
students are learning an additional language, right? They study something 
extra, so the parents must support them. (Interview with Kayo) 

The teachers gave two possible reasons for insufficient involvement of parents. The first 

reason is that the parents are too busy to take care of their children. 

TeIIing your kid to study Japanese is not enough. You have to be with your 
kid and study together. Many parents do not have enough time to do that, 
though. (Interview with Mild) 

Another reason suggested by the teachers was that the parents do not fully recognize how 

important their support is. The students need assistance even as they become older. 
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The mothers do help their children and study together when they are young. 
However, when the students get in the fourth grade or so, the mothers think 
somehow that the students do not need help any more. They think, "You 
can study by yourself now," but it's not true. Actually, students need more 
help as they get older because the content becomes more and more difficult. 
However, many parents have the wrong idea; they assume their children no 
longer need any support. (Interview with Fuyuko) 

The teachers state that just sending the students to the JSS is not sufficient. Since home 

study is essential, parents have to support their children and help them in order for them 

to learn Japanese, including kanji, successfully. 

4.3. Summary and Discussion 

This section first briefly reviews the JSS teachers' beliefs about teaching kanji 

and then revisits the difficulties and problems of kanji instruction at the JSS as noted by 

the teachers. 

As a result of constant comparative method analysis, JSS teachers' beliefs about 

kanji instruction were grouped into two major themes: (a) beliefs about kanji instruction 

in general and (b) beliefs about kanji instruction at JSS. 

Beliefs about kanji instruction in general 

The participants had some beliefs about kanji instruction that are not necessarily 

specific to the JSS context. These beliefs included: Kanji is an essential skill for reading 

Japanese texts, stroke order is important, mastering the basic skills of writing hlragana, 
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katakana, and simple kanji is important, repetition is important, and a rich vocabulary 

helps students learn kanji. 

The teachers at the JSS found kanji important because it is the basic skill in 

reading Japanese. They expected their students to learn kanji in order to understand 

Japanese texts. In order to learn kanji effectively, the teachers attached importance to 

correct stroke order. They pointed out that accurate stroke order helps students write kanji 

correctly with proper stroke endings and neatness. This belief of the JSS teachers is 

consistent with Aoki (2000), who discusses that correct stroke order develops the ability 

to recognize the shape of kanji. 

The three JSS teachers also believed that students cannot learn kanji without solid 

acquisition of basic skills. Since the parts of kanji consist of hlragana, katakana, and 

some basic kanji, students have to master these before moving on to advanced kanji. In 

addition, the teachers suggested that the skill of drawing simple lines was significant for 

kanji learning. Students can acquire kanji by learning the basic writing skills step by step 

as they progress through the lower grades. 

It is also believed by the teachers that students should practice kanji repeatedly. 

The teachers note that the more students write and read kanji, the better they can acquire 

them. Based on this belief, the three teachers incorporated many activities into their 

lessons that encourage their students to practice the same kanji over and over. In other 

words, they adopt rote-learning strategies in their teaching practices. This practice is 

consistent with Shimizu & Green's (2002) study, which discovered that rote-learning 
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strategy is the most popular strategy among Japanese language educators in the U.S. 

Furthennore, Shimizu and Green's assumption, that teachers use rote-learning strategy 

because they rely on their own kanji learning experience, was supported by Fuyuko's 

statement;" You have to actually write them. I can write kanji because I wrote them 

thousands oftirnes when I was in school." Although the effectiveness of rote-learning 

strategy on long-term memory is debated in the scholarship (Wang, Thomas, & Ouelette, 

1992; Gruneberg, 1998; Miyazawa, 2000), the JSS teachers positively value this 

approach. 

Another belief shared among the JSS teachers is the strong relationship between 

Japanese vocabulary and kanji learning. They think that students should attain a wide 

Japanese vocabulary because they can leam kanji better thief they have the knowledge of 

many words. My observations indicate that it was actually easier for the students to recall 

kanji when they knew the words the kanji represents. Just as Kobayashi (2000) and 

Tanaka (2000) argue the connection between kanji and vocabulary, the JSS teachers 

likewise expect their students to gain rich Japanese vocabulary in order to more 

effectively learn kanji. 

Beliefs about kanji instruction at JSS 

The participants also had beliefs that are strongly and specifically related to the 

JSS context. Those beliefs included: lack of Japanese use in daily lives presents a great 

disadvantage for kanji learning, the negative influences of English on Japanese writing 
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should be removed, and parents should support their children at home in the learning of 

kanji. 

As discussed earlier, JSS teachers found knowledge of Japanese words important 

to learn karifi. Yet, the JSS students' Japanese vocabulary seems is generally more 

limited than the teachers expected. Teachers suggested that this could be due to students' 

limited exposure to Japanese language and culture in their daily lives. The JSS students 

sometimes do not know certain things and concepts that are specific to Japanese culture. 

They also often do not know how to say something in Japanese even if they know the 

English equivalent words. Considering that Nagaoka (1998) identified the same problem 

in her study on four JSS students in the U.S, it can be assumed that negative effects 

resulting from insufficient knowledge about Japanese culture and vocabulary is a 

common issue at JSS around the world. The present study found that the JSS students 

actually confront several problems due to their poor Japanese vocabulary. For example, if 

they do not understand the words used in the materials, they end up writing inappropriate 

homophones-it seemed difficult for the students to write the correct karifi for unfamiliar 

words. 

According to the three teachers, the English dominant environment creates two 

other difficulties for JSS students' learning kanji as well: low motivation toward studying 

kanji and restricted amount of kanji use in their daily lives. The teachers worry about this 

situation and try to make their classes appealing so that their students become more 

interested in kanji. Mori and Shimizu (2007) also recommend making karifi learning fun 
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so the students become more strategic karifi learners. Despite the JSS teachers' eagerness, 

however, it seems that there are few chances to share ideas with their colleagues or to 

gain knowledge about the subject in more depth. 

The negative influence of English on kanji writing is also reported by the 

teachers. Since Roman alphabet letters and kanji are written in different stroke order, 

students tend to write kanji incorrectly, which results in the kanji having an incorrect 

shape. Also, students do not seem to be aware of the significance of strokes endings in 

kanji. This result supports Nakajima (2003), who pointed out that heritage language 

learners have problems in writing stroke endings correctly. Given these problems, the 

teachers believe that they should help their students change their English writing habits. 

However, many teachers who recently began teaching at the ISS appear to be unfamiliar 

with this problem. In other words, the information is not shared among the whole faculty. 

Many previous studies discuss the essential role of parents and language 

environment at home in heritage language maintenance (e.g. Shibata, 2000; Kondo

Brown, 1997; Fishman, 1991). The participants in the present study also argue that 

parental support is crucial for JSS students' Japanese language study. Nevertheless, 

according to the teachers in this study, some students do not receive enough support at 

home because the parents do not necessarily realize the need for support or do not have 

enough time for it. 
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Summary o/the difficulties in kanji instruction at the JSS 

The JSS teachers' beliefs articulated above suggest the following difficulties and 

problems with kanji instruction at the JSS: 

I. Japanese vocabulary of the JSS students is limited. Therefore, they learn 
kanji without understanding the words in the materials. 

2. The JSS students have little chance to practice kanji in their daily lives 
because they are in an English dominant environment. 

3. The JSS students do not have enough motivation toward learning kanji 
because they do not see much necessity of studying Japanese in their lives. 

4. The school does not provide enough support to help teachers share their 
ideas and/or deepen their knowledge about the subject matter. 

S. The JSS students are strongly influenced by the writing style of Roman 
alphabet letters. Therefore, teachers have to counter the negative influences of 
English when they write kanji. 

6. Some parents do not offer enough assistance for their children to learn 
Japanese. They seem not to realize how important their support is. 
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ChapterS 

Teaching Practices of the Participants 

The typical teaching practices of the three participants, Kayo, Miki, and Fuyuko, 

are described in this chapter, with a primary focus on their instruction of the new kanji 

subject. Something like: Like the previous chapter, first I provide a description of the 

teaching practice followed by data in the form of an excerpt from my field notes, 

interviews, or other documents to support the description. 

5.1. Kayo's Teaching Practice 

All teachers at the elementary school level use a same material for the new kanji 

subject. This material consists of controlled sentences that are classified by grade level. 

Students can practice both reading and writing kanji using this material (See Appendix F). 

Kayo uses this material just as the other teachers do. She thinks this material is good 

because students can practice the same kanji repeatedly. 

There are ten sheets in that material. Each sheet has ten sentences, so there 
are 100 sentences in total. 200 kanji are included in the first SO sentences. 
The same 200 kanji are included again in the next SO sentences. So, 
students are exposed to the same letter at least twice. I think it is more 
helpful for the students in learning kanji than seeing each character only 
once. (Interview with Kayo) 
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She always begins the first five to ten minutes of her kanji class by having her 

students read the sentences in the material aloud together. 

Kayo stands in front of the class and says, "Now, take out your files and 
stand up. Today, we go from number 71 through 80. Are you guys ready? 
Here we go." The students stand up and start reading the sentences aloud 
together following Kayo's command. Students are clapping their hands 
while reading. Kayo also reads the sentences aloud and claps her hands. 
The students do not hesitate to read in a .very big voice. Some students are 
even swinging their bodies rhythmically. It seems that they are enjoying 
this activity. Students who cannot read kanji are writing the pronunciations 
next to the kanji while they read aloud. After reading the sentences as a 
whole class, she divides the class into two; right side and left side. Then, 

she lets the two groups take turns reading the sentences. (Observation of 
Kayo's kanji class, third grade) 

This activity is called "rizumu ondoku" (rhythm reading). Students read the sentences 

aloud clapping their hands in a uniform rhythm. Kayo feels that students enjoy this 

exercise and it increases their interest in learning karifi. 

Students become lively when we do rizumu ondoku. They can actively 
participate in the class when we do this. They don't have to be quiet. They 
can clap their hands, stand up, and move a bit. I think my students enjoy 
this time. [ ... J Students probably don't remember all the kanji we covered 
in rizumu ondoku during classes. They forget right away. However, I think 
they become more curious about kanji through this material. They begin to 
want to remember kanji. (Interview with Kayo) 

Kayo uses this activity because students become more motivated to learn kanji. 

She believes it is because experience is fun-they are allowed to move their bodies and 

speak aloud rather than remaining seated all the time. 
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After reading all sentences aloud, the students take their seats and Kayo 

distributes handouts. The handout lists the sentences they just read, with blanks where the 

kanji go. The students have to fill in the blanks with the appropriate kanji. Kayo walks 

around the classroom and observes her students working on the sentences. Sometimes, 

she gives hints when she finds a student having trouble with a certain kanji. Her hints 

often contain stories that combine the components of a kanji; for example she might 

provided the following hints during class: 

"Breath [iki, ,~] comes out of your own [13] heart [,r.,]." 

"When you go on a trip[ryokoo, ~], you have three people [A] and 

decide a direction [:;7[1;]] you should go. Do you see three people [A] on 

the right side of the kanji, trip [~]?" 

"An amusement park fyuuenchi. ~Jjj:l1!!] is where you play [~]. A child 

Ff] decides his direction [:;7[1;]] when you play." 

"Hakobu [)j;] means to £IDIY [underlined word was actually said in 

English]. OK? You carry something on a car [*], so you need to put 

something on the car. You also walk on a street when you carry 
something." 

"You find blood [.rfn.] on a plate [.llO.]." 

(Observations of Kayo's kanji class, third grade) 

She also often links the radicals of kanji with the meaning of the word it is used in. 

"What does a lake [TIiIl] have? Water, right? So you use sanzui [" ] for its 

kanji." 

"The radical of iron [tetsu, ~] is kanehen [~] because iron is made of 

metal." 
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"What is a pole [hashira, ttl made from? It's not made from water. It's 

made from wood." 

(Observations of Kayo's kanji class, third grade) 

These hints incorporate the memory strategy, which "breaks down the kanji into simple 

components, attaches meaning to those components, and presents a story to tie the 

components together" (Shimizu & Green, 2002, p. 238). Kayo did not merely give hints 

using the memory strategy but also sometimes explicitly told her students how effective 

this strategy is for their kanji learning. 

Kayo gives a hint for the letter deep [~l. "Hey guys, what does the word 

deep [fiIkai, ~v '] relate to? " The students answer, "Water!" "That's 

right. So, which radical do you use? If you think this way, kanji are not 

always difficult, are they? If you don't know how to write a kanji, you 
should think what the kanji relates to." (Observation of Kayo's kanji class, 
third grade) 

The observations above indicate that Kayo uses the memory strategy to help her students 

learn kanji and encourages them to this strategy also. She also values the rote learning 

strategy as well. She positively evaluates the material that requires students to write kanji 

over and over in context-dependent sentences. On the other hand, context strategy, which 

utilizes authentic materials, was not observed in her classes. 

One of the unique characteristics of Kayo's teaching practice was that she made 

her students look up unknown words in a dictionary to find their meanings in her kokugo 

(Japanese) class. Her students are required to bring their Japanese-Japanese dictionary to 
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school every week. When the students encounter unknown words, Kayo tells them to 

take the dictionary out and consult it. 

When they are reading the story in the textbook, a student asks Kayo, 

"What's dokyo [.!t~, courage, guts, gumption]?" Kayo immediately 

responds, "Db, that's a good question. Guys, look it up in your dictionaries! 
Who can find the word first?" The students quickly take their dictionaries 
out and start looking for the word. While they are turning the pages, Kayo 
talks to the whole class, "You have to refer to the dictionary when you 

encounter a word you don't understand. Then, you learn a new word and 
you can also learn how to use a dictionary. Dictionaries are very useful." 
(Observation of Kayo's kanji class, third grade) 

In the interview, she explained the reason for using the dictionary: 

It is fun to know new words, isn't it? For example, if you look up a 
dictionary for the word noru, you find many homophones. They have the 
same sound but different meanings and different karifi. Even if you cannot 
read kanji, you realize that there are different karifi for different meanings. I 
think that is a valuable experience. It is also interesting to know the 
meanings of your own name. Students are really curious to know about 
themselves. I had a student whose name is Shin. One day, he looked up the 
karifl of his name. Then he found out that his kanji meant decency 

[tsutsumashii, '11l;* L-" '], and said "No, this is not my name. I have no 

decency." I think this kind of experience is important for them. The students 

here will encounter many words they don't know in the future. Then, it will 
be important to find out their meanings on their won-not by just always 
asking their parents. So, I want my students bring their dictionary and 
practice how to use it. (Interview with Kayo) 

Through using dictionaries, she tries to increase her students' Japanese vocabulary by 

helping them to acquire a skill that facilitates the lesrning of new words. She also 
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believes that using a dictionary can be fun and students will thus enjoy learning Japanese 

words and kanji. 

In addition to the use of dictionaries, Kayo's students do saragaki when she 

teaches the stroke order of new kanji. In saragaki, the students write a letter in the air, 

stroke by stroke, with their arms. At the same time, they count the strokes aloud. It is one 

of the strategies that is commonly used to teach stroke order (Miyakoshi, 2000). 

5.2. Mild's Teaching Practice 

Miki, who teaches sixth grade, uses the same material in her kanji class that Kayo 

does. The students work on the worksheets that are appropriate for their level of kanji 

proficiency. Therefore, some ofMiki's students are still practicing kanji at the second 

grade level while others are already learning kardi at the fifth or sixth grade level. They 

can move on to the worksheets at the next level if they make less than two mistakes on 

the sheet they are currently working on. Otherwise, they have to do the same worksheet 

until they learn the kanji correctly. 

When students ask Miki for hints, she usually gives them the Japanese reading 

(kunyamz) of kanji to help them recall which kanji they should write. 

A student comes to Mild and asks for a hint for the kanji, shushi [fiT, 
seed]. Miki answers, "It is tane [fI, seed]." The student seems to have 
recalled the kanji and says "Aha!" (Observation, Mild's kardi class, sixth 
grade) 
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Sometimes, it appears that these hints do not work when the students do not know the 

word or kanji itself. 

A student asks, "What is the kanji of gata [~, form] for oogatasha [*~., 
large vehicle]?" Miki answers, "It is kata, form." The student further asks, 
"How do you write it?" Miki just shrugged her shoulders and moves away 
from him. 

A student comes to her and asks, "How do you write ei [*] for eiyoo [**, 
nutrition]?" Miki answers, "Sakaeru [flourish]." However, the student 
seems not to know the word and asks again, "What's sakaeru?" Miki 
explains the meaning of sakaeru, but the student seems to be confused and 
says, "I don't understand." (Observation ofMiki's kanji class, sixth grade) 

Miki puts rote learning strategy into practice through the material that consists 

of context-independent controlled sentences I removed this controlled in an earlier 

section - but now I think you need it - I'm not sure what it means though - can you 

explain what a controlled sentence is when you first use the term? Yet, I rarely observed 

her utilizing the memory strategy or the context strategy in her teaching practices. Instead, 

she provides the students with a different pronunciation of a kanji when asked for hints. 

However, this type of information does not provide a rich context from which the 

students can infer the correct kanji. It does not incorporate any story that links the 

components of the kanji either. In other words, the hints Miki gives is aligned with the 

Whole-kanji method, in which students have to memorize the kanji as a whole in a 

context-independent environment (Flaherty & Noguchi, 1998). Indeed, she did not 

mention the meaning of the kanji students were learning or what components the 

character is made up of. Although it could not be observed that she utilizes various 

teaching strategies, she claims that she sometime tells her students about the origin of a 
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kanji-such as the reason for using certain radicals-when she introduces new kanji to 

her kokugo (Japanese) class. Since the observation period ofMiki's class was in the last 

few months of the school year during which time new kanji were not introduced, it could 

be possible that I would have witnessed her using other strategies had I observed her 

classes earlier in the semester. 

In spite of the fact that Mild did not adopt any kanji teaching strategy other than 

the rote learning strategy, she used the context strategy when teaching other SUbjects. 

Miki reads aloud the question in the math textbook; "Is the number of 

rotation of the bicycle wheels in proportion to the distance it moves (I!l~. 

(7).!Iiai(7)@!~~ l: i1I!lvf::'Ji!I!Ji!!H±Jtf?1J L.. -Cit' £'t';Q>]? Do you know what 

kaiten [@]~, rotation] is? First, what's sharin (.!j[!Iiai, wheel]?" A student 

answers, "A tire!" Hearing this answer, Mild continues, "Yes. Then, what 
do tires do?" A different student answers, "It rotates." Mild says, "Yes, 

kaiten means to rotate, OK? You see the kanji for rotate in the word." 
(Observation of Mild's mathematics class, sixth grade) 

In mathematics and kokugo, she sometimes lets her students guess kanji words from 

given contexts. As a result, the students generally succeed in inferring the correct kanji 

words. Nevertheless, implementation of this strategy was limited to the subjects in which 

she actively utilized the context strategy, and it was not observed during her kanji classes. 
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5.3. Fuyuko's Teaching Practice 

Unlike the other two participants, Fuyuko specializes in teaching the new kanji 

subject to seventh to ninth graders. She uses material that she developed herself, which 

manifests her belief about the significance of repetition in kanji learning. She created 

worksheets wherein students practice reading and writing kanji they have learned so far. 

Students are supposed to work individually on these worksheets and complete all of them 

by the end of the school year. They take tests whenever they feel they are ready to 

proceed to the next worksheet. However, they cannot pass the test unless they make 

fewer than two mistakes. Therefore, students have to practice kanji and take tests 

repeatedly until they overcome their mistakes. Her material is similar to those Mild and 

Kayo use in their kanji classes in terms of the structure. Namely, it consists of worksheets 

that are divided according to grade levels and contains controlled sentences that are 

separated from contexts. The difference is that sentences in Fuyuko' s material are chosen 

from the kokugo (Japanese) textbook while those in Miki and Kayo's material were 

created randomly so they include all kanji of given grade levels. Yet, it is not possible to 

guess the original story behind a kanji from the sentences in Fuyuko's material despite 

the fact that information is provided in the kokugo textbook. Fuyuko's teaching material 

incorporates "rtzumu ondoku" (rhythm reading). However, unlike Kayo's rizumu ondoku, 

each sentence in the material includes various readings of one kanji (see Appendix E). To 

pass the rhythm reading worksheet, students have to read aloud all sentences correctly 

within the given time. If they fail in reading within the time-limit, they have to practice 

reading again until they are able to read the sentences aloud faster. 
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Fuyuko's classes are conducted in a self-study style. After the greeting, students 

take the material out from their bags and work on it individually throughout the class. 

The kanji class was given in two continuous time periods for each grade. Therefore, 

students practiced kanji for approximately two hours, which includes a brief break. When 

students need help, (s)he goes to Fuyuko for assistance. While her students are studying 

with the worksheets, Fuyuko usually walks around the classroom and observes them 

practicing kanji. She provides explanations and advises individual students rather than 

instructing the whole class. 

Fuyuko seemed to use the rote learning strategy most of the time. For example, 

she developed a material that clearly reflects her belief about this approach: students 

learn kanji by practicing them over and over in controlled sentences that have no contexts. 

She also taught her students to study kanji through repetition. 

Ryo completed a worksheet and submits it to Fuyuko. She checks the 
mistakes and returns the worksheet to Ryo. It seems that there is more than 
one mistake. Ryo gives just a glance to the worksheet and says to Fuyuko, 
"Can I throw it away?" Fuyuko answers, "After you rewrite them and 
memorize all the kanji you wrote wrong." Just at this moment, the bell rings 

and the class ends. 

[The next week] As soon as the class starts, Fuyuko goes to Ryo and asks, 
"Did you rewrite the kanji you had wrong last week?" Ryo says, "Oh, I 
forgot to do it." Fuyuko seems to be somewhat angry. She says, "Oh, no! 

That's why you cannot remember kanji. You never practice them again, do 
you?" Then, she brings a manuscript paper from her cabinet and gives it to 
Ryo. She starts explaining what Ryo has to do now. "Look. You wrote 

meshi [D!X, rice/meal] wrong, so write the whole word, nigirimeshi [rice ball], 

in hiragana on this paper. Then, write the kanji over and over next to the 
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hiragana. Then, you can practice the kanji you have not memorized 
repeatedly so you'll never forget it." 

(Observation of Fuyuko's kanji class, seventh grade, December 9 and13) 

Fuyuko's Rizumu ondoku (rhythm reading) exercises also manifest her belief about rote 

learning strategy. She thinks it is effective for kanji learning because students can 

memorize vocabularies and readings of kanji by reciting the sentences repeatedly. 

Fuyuko's view on this activity is different from that of Kayo's because Fuyuko positively 

evaluates its repeatability rather than its entertainment value. She feels that students in 

upper grades do not necessarily enjoy doing rizumu ondoku like students in lower grades 

do. 

Students in lower grades would like doing it, but my students sometimes 
hate rizumu ondoku. They say it's too ridiculous to do. They feel 
embarrassed to "sing". (Interview with Fuyuko) 

Nevertheless, she believes it is still effective to have her students do this activity because 

of its rote learning nature. 

You can say "kangaeru chikara [ability to think]" when you are in second or 
third grade, but if you become fifth grade, sixth grade, or a junior high 
school student, you need to be able to use the word "shikooryoku [ability to 
think]" as well. If you do the rhythm ondoku over and over, the words will 

stick to your mind. Even if you don't understand the meaning, you can at 
least memorize the kanji and its pronunciation by chanting the sentences like 
a spell repeatedly. Even if students don't like it, it is important to make 
students memorize the words. And this material definitely helps them learn. 
(Interview with Fuyuko) 
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In addition to the rote learning strategy, other teaching strategies were also 

observed in Fuyuko's classes. 

A student is writing the kanji for 'to gather [~, atsumaru],. When Fuyuko 

walked by this student, he looked at her and asked, "Why do you call this 

radical [1I:i]jUrutori? It doesn't make any sense." Fuyuko smiles and 

answers, "OK, I'll tell you why." She brings a small white board from her 

cabinet and writes the kanji 'to gather [atsumaru, ~]'. Then, she explains, 

"Here is a tree in the bottom, right? Birds sit on this tree." She draws many 
birds on the radical,jUrutori. "So, there are a lot of birds on the tree. That's 
why it is calledjUrutori. Full of tori [birds]!" (Observation of Fuyuko's 
kanji class, eighth grade) 

Fuyuko is checking a student's worksheet. She finds a mistake and says, 

"You wrote the kanji' koo [5c:]' for kootsuu [5c:lm, traffic] wrong. Do you 

know how you can memorize this karifi? Listen. The top part is the radical, 
nabebuta [the same sound as 'pot lid'], right? The bottom part is the karifi 
for father [5<:]. So, a father is walking the street wearing a lid on his head. If 

you have this image in your mind, you can remember the kanji. You should 
learn kanji in this way. OK? Then, you will never forget it." (Observation of 
Fuyuko's kanji class, seventh grade) 

In these cases, Fuyuko broke down the kanji into components and created stories to 

remember the karifi. That is, she used the memory strategy in addition to the rote learning 

strategy. However, this type offeedback to teach karifi was only observed a few times; 

rote learning strategy was the dominant method in her class. According to her, she gave 

up using various teaching strategies because she had to prepare her students for 

promotion examinations. 
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I used to explain the details of kanji before. For example, I showed two 
kanji, one is correct and the other is wrong, and had my students think why. 
I also told them interesting stories about kanji, such as the origin of a 
character. However, I stopped doing this recently because my students really 
need to prepare for the promotion test now. Some of the students haven't 
passed the exam yet. So, they need as much time as possible to write and 
learn kanji. I actually like the teaching style I used to employ before, but 
passing the exam is more important for the students as long as there is a 
system like this. Otherwise, they cannot proceed to the next grade or 
possibly not graduate. I hope this will change next year. I think the way I 
taught before was more fun for the students. (Interview with Fuyuko) 

Although she prefers using various activities that include multiple teaching strategies in 

her kanji class, she feels these strategies are not effective in preparing her students for the 

promotion examination. Therefore, she focuses now on having her students pmctice kanji 

by writing and reading the controlled sentences repeatedly, which is a manifestation of 

the rote learning strategy. Furthermore, she recognizes that working only on worksheets 

is not as exciting as the activities she used to do. Indeed, her students seemed not to enjoy 

the class very much. 

Masaru crumples a piece of paper into a ball and throws it into the trash can, 
but it falls on the floor. He picks it up and throws it again, aiming at the 
trash can. Since the ball fell beside the trash can, he starts throwing the 
paper ball again and again until it successfully falls in the can. Fuyuko 
notices Masaru's behavior and scolds him in a loud voice, "Db, no! Don't 
play with the paper ball!" Masaru answers, "I'm just throwing away the 
paper. I'm saving the earth." and goes back to his seat. (Observation of 
Fuyuko's kanji class, eighth grade) 
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Daiki stands by Shota and has been chatting for a few minutes. Fuyuko 
comes to them and asks Daiki in a cross voice, "Hey, what are you doing? 
What did you study today? Which kanji did you write wrong?" However, 
Daiki does not stop talking. Then, Fuyuko forces him to sit. (Observation 
ofFuyuko's kanji class, seventh grade) 

Masanori is swinging his stopwatch and doing nothing. Fuyuko comes to 
him and says, "Practice karifi." However, Masanori does not stop swinging 
the stopwatch and asks back to her, "I'm tired. What time will the class 
end?" (Observation ofFuyuko's kanji class, ninth grade) 

Many students often did not do anything or did something other than the required activity 

during the class. Even if a student started working on a worksheet, (s )he often could not 

concentrate on studying and was frequently distracted in class. Whenever Fuyuko finds 

one of her students distracted, she had to make himlher return to the worksheets. 

Fuyuko also paid careful attention to stroke order as she noted the importance of 

writing karifi in correct stroke order. She thus carefully observed her students when they 

practiced writing kanji. 

Fuyuko goes to Chiaki's desk. Chiaki is doing the practice sheet of second 
grade karifi. While Chiaki is writing kanji on the sheet, Fuyuko stands 
behind her and watches. Suddenly, Fuyuko says, ''No, that's the wrong 
stroke order." Chiaki stops writing. Fuyuko starts demoustrating the correct 
stroke order to Chiaki. She writes the kal1J'i on Chiaki's sheet with her four 
colored-pen. She uses a different color for each stroke. Chiaki is watching 
the character Fuyuko is writing. After that, Fuyuko explains to Chiaki, 
"Shinnyoo [the name ofa radical] always comes last. Ennyoo [another 
radical] also does. You write this part first, then Shinnyoo, OK?" Chiaki 
nods. (Observation of Fuyuko's kanji class, seventh grade) 
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She often walked around the classroom and watched how the students were writing. 

When she found someone writing in a wrong order, she explicitly explained why it was 

wrong and taught him/her the correct order. lIDs attention to stroke order reflects her 

belief about the importance of correct stroke order. 

What was particular to Fuyuko's practice was that she sometimes invited the 

parents to her class. Fuyuko lets the parents sit next to their children and correct the 

worksheets of their son/daughter instead of checking it herself. In the following excerpt, 

she accounts for the reason why she invites the parents to her class: 

I ask the parents to come to class so they see how their kids are doing. I 
want them to provide more support and to know more about the actual 
situation. I want them to study together with their kids. They need to be 
more involved with their kid's Japanese learning and not just send them to 
school. Otherwise, it is impossible for the students to learn Japanese 
successfully. It is not until the parents come to class and observe their kids 
that they realize how much their children are behind. Some of them don't 
know that their children cannot write even katakana properly. So, I want 
them to realize that they have to help the students and not just turn them 
over to us. (Interview with Fuyuko) 

Fuyuko tries to make the parents aware of the necessity of supporting their children even 

after they become junior high school students. To this end, she offers the parents the 

opportunity to actually observe their children in class. 
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5.4. Summary and Discussion 

This section briefly summarizes the three JSS teachers' practices, and answers 

the research question, "What teaching strategies do JSS teachers actually use?" Next, the 

consistency between the participants' beliefs about kanji instruction and their actual 

practices will be examined. 

5.4.1. Participants' Kanji Teaching Strategy 

I adopt Shimizu & Green's (2002) three instructional strategies, rote learning 

strategy, memory strategy, and context strategy to discuss the participants' teaching 

strategies because these strategies more or less contain the characteristics of the strategies 

suggested by other researchers, such as Flaherty & Noguchi (1998) and Okita (1996). 

Consistent with their beliefs, the rote learning strategy dominates the teaching 

practices of all three participants. Whether or not the teachers had the authority to decide 

which material they use in class, they all adopt materials that include context-independent 

controlled sentences and engage their students in writing the same kanji over and over 

until they learn it. Some teachers even clearly encourage their students to use the strategy 

of writing the same kanji many times to memorize it. 

In contrast to the rote learning strategy, the participants use the memory strategy 

in varying degrees. Kayo utilizes this strategy most frequently by giving her students 

hints that refer to the relationships between the kanji and their radicals, and also tells 
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stories that combine the kanji components. Fuyuko also sometimes uses the memory 

strategy in her class. However, according to her, she does not use it as much as she did 

previously because she thinks it is more important to have her students write kanji 

repeatedly so they can effectively prepare for the promotion examination. Miki, a sixth 

grade teacher, hardly uses the memory strategy at all although she claims that she uses it 

when she introduces new kanji to her students. The degree of use of the memory strategy 

varies among the three teachers; however, none of them used it as the primary teaching 

strategy. One possible reason for this may be that teaching kanji using the memory 

strategy takes a lot of time. As the participants articulated in the interviews, they do not 

have enough time to explain every kanji in detail during class. Moreover, the memory 

strategy often requires great preparation and a deep cultural, historical, and philosophical 

understanding about kanji (Shimizu & Green, 2002). 

Lastly, the context strategy was not used by any of the participants during the 

kanji class. This may be because the sentences in the teaching materials did not provide 

rich contexts from which students can infer kanji. Mild sometimes had her students guess 

the kanji words from the texts during mathematic and kokugo. It appeared to be possible 

in these situations because those texts contained enough context for students to use as a 

clue when guessing kanji. 

In sum, the JSS teachers in this study dominantly rely on rote learning strategy 

when they teach kanji. The use of memory strategy varied among the teachers, but it 

played no more than a supplementary role in everyone's classes. The least adopted 
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teaching strategy by the participants was the context strategy. This strategy was only used 

Miki's kokugo and mathematic classes, and not regularly. 

5.4.2. The Relationship between the JSS Teachers' Beliefs and their Practices 

The interviews with the three JSS teachers revealed that they believe a rich 

Japanese vocabulary helps the students learn kanji effectively. Their teaching practices 

clearly reflect this belief and include several strategies designed to increase students' 

knowledge about Japanese words. For example, Kayo has her students bring a dictionary 

and look up words during class whenever they come across unfamiliar words. Fuyuko 

adopts rhythm reading so the students pick up new vocabulary. Moo also frequently 

makes sure her students know the meanings of kanji words. Since limited Japanese 

vocabulary of the JSS students was reported as being problematic in the interviews, these 

teachers made significant attempts to try to raise their students' knowledge of Japanese 

words. 

The participanting teachers all believe that the JSS students are not motivated 

enough to learn kanji because there is not much necessity to use it in their English-

dominant environment. Miki addressed this concern by implementing exercises designed 

to increase her students' intrinsic motivation. For instance, she uses rhythm reading, 

which she thinks does induce students' interests for learning kanji. She also encourages 

her students to use looking up unfamiliar words in dictionaries as a fun experience to 

leam new words. On the other hand, the two other teachers, Fuyuko and Miki, did not 
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appear to actively try to raise students' motivation. Although Fuyuko adopts rhythm 

reading as well, she does not focus on its amusement factor as much as Kayo does. 

Kayo, Mild, and Fuyuko all believe that it is important for the parents to support 

their children if they are to learn kanji successfully. However, they complained that there 

is not enough involvement by some parents. To address this situation, Fuyuko sometimes 

invites the parents to her class so they can observe their children and realize how 

important their support is. Other teachers also shared how the students are doing at school 

with the parents when they came to the classroom to pick up their children. However, 

these were usually brief conversations and did not seem to involve a deep discussion 

about the students' education. 

All three teachers strongly believed that learning correct stroke order is 

important in order to write proper kanji. The participants' practices reflected this belief 

and all tried to teach stroke order using various teaching techniques, such as soragaki and 

mention another strategy here, in their classes. They clearly put their beliefs about 

teaching stroke order into their practices. 

Fuyuko and Kayo mentioned in their interview that it is important to counter the 

English influences on kanji writing. However, it could not be observed that they 

explicitly taught their students the difference between writing the Roman alphabet and 

kanji. Also, the teaching material they used did not seem to clearly address this topic. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1. Pedagogical Implications 

Based on the findings discussed above, three suggestions can be made to change 

the address the problem the teachers noted with kanji instruction. 

(l) Develop teaching materials that employ various teaching strategies. 

The present study shows that the teachers heavily depend on rote learning 

strategy, in which students write and read kanji over and over. As is consistent with their 

belief about this approach, most materials they used were drill exercises that consisted of 

controlled sentences. Moreover, these sentences were not proved in context, which made 

it extremely difficult for the JSS students, who live in an English dominant environment, 

to guess the meanings of the kanji words. Hence, they often end up writing homophones. 

In order to help JSS students learn kanji more successfully, various teaching strategies, 

such as context strategy and memory strategy, should be included in the teaching 

materials. Morl & Shimizu (2007) discuss the possibility of the transfer of teachers' 

instructional strategy on to students' learning strategy. In order to help students become 

strategic kanji learners, it is necessary for teachers to use various teaching strategies in 

their classes. 
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Teaching materials that introduce a variety of instructional strategies are helpful 

to kanji learning in multiple ways. For example, Mori and Nagy (1999) found that having 

information about both word elements and contexts promotes kanji learning. Hence, 

training JSS students to utilize the context strategy through a material that includes 

abundant context would help students become more tactical kanji learners. Furthermore, 

as discussed earlier, Flaherty & Noguchi (1998) demonstrate that memory strategy, 

which break: kanji into parts, improves the retention of kanji. Teachers can encourage 

their students to incorporate the memory strategy into their kanji learning by actually 

showing them how to apply the kanji. In addition, Mori & Shimizu (2007) found that 

students tend to perceive kanji difficult and feel helpless if they rely heavily on the rote 

learning strategy. On the other hand, students who use other strategies perceive that kanji 

is fun and experienced less confusion. Their study suggests that using strategies other 

than the rote learning strategy may increase students' interest in and intrinsic motivation 

toward kanji. It seemed that the JSS students in the higher grades did not have much 

enthusiasm for kanji learning. Therefore, it would be important to incorporate different 

teaching strategies into the teaching materials and actual instruction so the students can 

enjoy learning karYi through several approaches. Adopting diverse strategies in addition 

to rote-learning strategy benefits students in their karYi study more effectively. 

Moreover, the content of the materials should not be completely separated from 

the students' lives. The materials must "draw students' interest and give dreams to them" 

(Nakajima, 1998, p.I64). As Aoki (2000) suggests, it is necessary to relate kanji to the 

students' lives so they can appreciate the pleasure of kanji. As for material development, 
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it is also crucial to train JSS students for writing Japanese characters because they are 

used to write Roman alphabet letters that are written "diagonally right down, roundish, 

and connected to each other" (Bekka, 1955, p. 54). This form of writing is in direct 

contrast to how a Japanese character should be written. Teaching materials that enable 

students to understand the differences in writing form between Japanese characters and 

English letters are especially needed for heritage language leamers (Nakajima, 2003). 

To be specific, authentic texts would be good materials through which students 

can learn kanji and Japanese vocabulary from abundant contexts. In this study, students 

were not provided with enough contexts and had to memorize kanji and vocabularies 

independent of context. To help students learn kanji with concrete examples of the usage, 

the sample material (see Appendix G) adopts a comic book. Since comic books contain a 

lot of pictures, it is easy to grasp storylines even if students do not know some 

vocabularies. They can infer and learn the meanings of kanji as well as Japanese words in 

relation to the story. Indeed, Leung (2002) discusses the effectiveness of illustrations in 

word learning based on her finding that pictures in children's literature helped ESL 

learners guess unknown words and learn new vocabulary. Also, comic books usually 

include many furigana, so students can begin to read new kanji easily. Moreover, comics 

are powerful tools that attract students' interest because they are embedded in their lives 

as a source of enjoyment. Indeed, many teachers/researchers have noted the popularity of 

comics among children and have been publishing more and more Japanese language 

learning materials that employ comics (eg. Sasaki,2001; Bernabe, 2004; Lammers, 2004). 
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Using comic books as a material and letting students read them extensively is 

also good. It is reported that extensive reading, in which students engage in reading a 

quantity of materials within their linguistic competence, has various positive influences 

on language learning. For example, Cho and Krashen (1994) found that two adult Korean 

leamers of English improved their speaking and listening proficiency through extensive 

reading. Leung (2002) claims that extensive reading enhances reading comprehension 

and a positive attitude toward reading. In addition, extensive reading helps students 

acquire vocabulary (e.g. Leung, 2002; Cho & Krashen, 1994; Day, Omura, & Hiramatsu, 

1991). According to the previous studies, students casually pick up new words and 

phrases by reading many texts at the appropriate levels. Since the JSS teachers in the 

present study reported that their students general had a limited Japanese vocabulary, 

reading comic books extensively would help them pick up new Japanese words and 

makes it easier for them to learn kanji and relate the characters to the meaning of the 

words. 

Having students create a kanji teaching material by themselves would also help 

them become aware of various kanji learning strategies. In other words, creating a 

teaching material with several strategies enables students learn how to leam kanji. In the 

sample material, students are required to (see Appendix H) show stroke order, sentences 

with kanji words, and a tip to learn the specific kanji. As a tip, students can, for example, 

include a story that combines the components of a kanji, a picture that explains the origin 

of a kanji, a story that combines the meaning of a kanji with its radical, etc. As Hattori 
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(2000) claims, it is important for students to "learn how to learn" in order to become an 

effective learner. 

(2) Provide more opportunities for teacher developing. 

The present study showed that there are not enough opportunities for 

professional development for the teachers. Currently, the teachers have to deepen their 

knowledge and develop teaching materials by themselves rather than sharing ideas with 

their colleagues or with the support of the school. Fujimori's (2006) study in which he 

conducted a questionnaire survey with 166 JSSs around the world discovered that JSS 

teachers generally wish to deepen their knowledge of kanji teaching methods through 

teacher training. In Fujimori's study, this issue was the second most popular item 

following the desire to learn methods for teaching students of different Japanese 

proficiency. The teachers at the JSS of this present study would also benefit if there were 

more opportunities to enhance their teaching skills and knowledge. To that end, the JSS is 

should build a solid teacher supporting system. 

(3) Share more information with parents. 

Another suggestion is to give more information to the parents. The present study 

indicates that some parents do not recognize how important their support is for their 

children's Japanese language learning. Considering that parental support has a significant 
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influence on the students' heritage language development (e.g. Shibata, 2000; Kondo

Brown, 1997; Fishman, 1991), it is essential to involve parents in the education of the 

JSS students. Li' sease-study (2006) found that students who learned heritage language 

only at home or at the community school alone failed to maintain their literacy in their 

heritage language. Given this result, she suggests that parents actively participate in the 

decision-making of the community school and remain involved in actual teaching and 

learning. In order to elicit more cooperation from the parents, one of the participants, 

Fuyuko, sometimes invited the parents to her class to observe their children. She said that 

this practice helps the parents find out how their children are doing at JSS and make them 

aware that they need to provide support at home. Other JSS teachers could also open their 

classes to the parents and provide opportunities for them to be actively involved in the 

students' Japanese study. 

Considering that Lao (2004) claims the importance of informing parents of 

concrete ways of supporting heritage language learning, the JSS could also offer 

workshops for the parents. For example, they could invite specialists on bilingual 

education or someone who succeeded in raising herlhis child as a bilingual to share 

information with the parents. In this way, parents would be able to get an idea of how 

they can help their children develop Japanese literacy at home. A close partnership 

between the JSS and parents would improve the students' Japanese learning 

environments. 
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6.2. Implications for Future Study 

Based on the findings of the present study, the following topics should be further 

investigated in future studies: (1) a large-scale survey research on JSS teachers' beliefs 

about kanji instruction at different schools, (2) an investigation on JSS teachers' beliefs 

and their teaching practices in kanji instruction at JSS that do not offer separate tracks for 

students who plan to retorn to Japan soon and those who do not, (3) an empirical study on 

the relationship between the knowledge of Japanese words and kanji learning, (4) 

examinations of the perspective on kanji learning of JSS students and their parents, and 

(5) a close investigation on the relationship between kanji teaching strategies and its 

effect on the students' use oflearning strategies. 

The generality of the findings in the present study can be explored through a 

large-scale quantitative study at JSS in different schools including those in other 

countries. Additional exploration of JSS teachers' beliefs about kanji instruction would 

disclose the common problems in kanji education at JSS around the world. 

The JSS in the present study offered separate tracks for students above fourth 

grade according to their Japanese proficiency. Therefore, problems, which are caused 

from the differences in students' Japanese proficiency, were not observed in this study. 

Also, the participants appeared not to have clear beliefs about the gaps in Japanese 

proficiency within a class. However, it is reported that many JSS around the world have 

difficulty in providing separate tracks due to teachers and parents' fear of acknowledging 

their children's low Japanese proficiency (Fujimori, 2006). Considering this situation, it 
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would be necessary to conduct similar research at JSS that have students with large 

differences in Japanese proficiency in same classes. 

This present study revealed JSS teachers' strong beliefs about the impact of 

Japanese vocabulary on kanji learning. However, there are few empirical studies that deal 

with the influence of Japanese vocabulary on kanji retention, though there are several 

studies that investigate the relationships between kanji processing and kanji learning (e.g. 

Koda, 1999; Mori, 1998; Chikarnatsu, 1996). It would be necessary to confirm the JSS 

teachers' beliefs in further research. 

This study also investigated kanji instruction at a JSS through teachers' 

perspectives. However, it lacks the perspective of the learners, i.e. the JSS students. 

Studies on JSS students' beliefs about kanji learning would provide a more in-depth 

understanding of the kanji learning situation-its problems and effectiveness. In addition, 

the findings of this present research indicate that some parents do not provide enough 

support for their children to study kanji. Considering that parental cooperation is crucial 

in heritage language learning, thorough research on their opinions, views, and actions is 

required. 

Lastly, it is not known how the teachers' kanji teaching strategies influence 

students' ways of kanji learning. Previous studies, such as Banya & Cheng (1997), 

indicate that teachers' language teaching strategy affects their students' learning strategy. 

An empirical study on the influence of instructional strategy on learning strategy is 

required in the field of kanji education as well. 
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Due to students' various backgrounds, JSS are at a critical juncture. This study 

discovered that the JSS teachers confront several problems that are unique to JSS. Due to 

the current unique situation at these schools, which differs from when only students with 

relatively homogeneous backgrounds attended JSS, more effort should be devoted to 

investigating current problems at JSS and on developing teaching materials/curriculums 

that best fit the JSS today. 
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Appendix A 

25" 

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

,.., 

Number of JSS and Full·time Japanese Overseas Schools 

Adopted from Furuie (2001, p.8) and Monbukagakushoo (2006c) 
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Appendix B 

Europe 

30% (55) 

Latin America 
5% (9) 

. Africa 
Middle East 4" (3) 

"(7) 

Europe 
25" (21) 

Number of JSS and Full-time Japanese Schools According by Areas 

Adopted from Monbukagakushoo (2006b) 
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Research Proposal Submitted to the Board of Directors of the Research Site 
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AppendixD 

Agreement to Participate in the Research Project 

Yukiko Yamaguchi 

Investigator 

(808) 384-3477 

Study description 

This research project is being conducted as a component of a thesis for a master's degree. 
The purpose of this project is to investigate: (a) what administrative and pedagogical 
concerns a Japanese supplementary school teacher has, (b) what professional knowledge 
a Japanese supplementary school teacher has, (c) how the teacher's professional 
knowledge is generated, and (d) how Japanese supplementary school administrators, the 
Japanese government, parents, and the cornmunity can assist the teachers in doing their 
jobs. You are being asked to participate, because you are teaching at a Japanese 
supplementary school. 

In this project, I will observe your teaching practices. I will take notes during your classes 
in which I will describe your teaching practices. In addition, you will be interviewed for 
approximately five times (for about 60 minutes each) during the data-collection period 
and asked about your teaching experiences and thoughts on your teaching practices. 
Those interviews will be audio-recorded. The data-collection period will be from August 
26,2006 to March 3, 2007. There is no known risk to you in participating in this research 
project. The information obtained through the research will remain confidential and will 
be used only for the purpose of the research. All research records will be destroyed upon 
completion of the project. Your name will not be identified in any report of the results. 

The right to withdraw from participation 

Participation in this research proj ect is completely voluntary . You are free to withdraw 
from participation at any time during the duration of the project with no penalty. 
Participating in this research may be of no direct benefit to you. It is believed, however, 
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the results from this project will help teachers, administrators, and parents understand 
better Japanese supplementary school teachers' experiences, needs, professional 
development, and teaching practices at Japanese supplementary schools, 

Contact information 

If you have any questions regarding to this research project, please contact the researcher, 
Yukiko Yamaguchi, at 384-3477 or yukikoy@hawaiLedu. 

If you cannot obtain satisfactory answers to your questions or have comments about your 
treatment in this study, please contact my supervisor, Professor Kimi Kondo-Brown at 
kondo@hawaiLedu. If you have any questions regarding your rights as a research 
participant, please contact the UH committee on Human Studies at 956-5007. 

Participant: 

I have read and understand the above information. I agree to participate in this research 
project and permit the researcher to use the data for her study. 

Name (please print) Signature Date 

You should keep a copy of the consent form for your future reference. 
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AppendixE 

Sample Sentences in Rizumu Ondoku (Rhythm Reading) 

(1) ;:;:(7);: ;:(7)lL'? lLlLtL I3lL~Mt 
(2) iJ'lviJ~iJ'lviJ~;if*-.7.> ;if*-.7.>j] li!!-;ifj] 
(3) *HRHjH~HHR *f.lfi::§5if.lf -*-§5i 
(4) ?'?< ?'?O'~L-", ~L-",A ~A~A 
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AppendixG 

- I 

A page from a comic book. The same page withoutforigana 

Sample Material I 
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• 

The same page with only hiragana 

Adopted from Obata (2004) 
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AppendixH 

I~' lfi1GJ;. '.1-1 *JIIJ{ : 

illIJ i1G J;. 1t'~ 

f11Jx 

*~ < ,m,:a:!!6"t 50 

,m,T;()~JC~f;: 11"':)0 

-re:(J.)7f!,j,m,;()~5tip G toi: 1t '0 

:tol!;:t;()'t;: : 

r § J 7t(J.) r IL,' J ;()'G*~ < r,m,J Hi <a 

Sample Material 2 

Sample activity: 

1. Divide students into groups 00-5. 

2. Assign each student several kanji. 

3. Students fill out the material about the karifi they were assigned to as homework. 

4. In the next class, students share their tips with the group. 
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